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CBAP'l'ER I 
THE NATURE ADD IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM 
Iptroduptigp 
Swfaming is a human accaaplishment older than recorded 
history. It is only in the last halt century, however, 
that man haa brought to it &Dfthing approaching the 
proriciency or Which he ia mentall7 and physically 
ll 
capable. 
One or the 1:aportant skills in competition, in addition 
to speed or propulsion tbl'ough the water, 18 that or making 
a fast and effective turn. It is here that many split 
seconds are gained or lost. 
!Aa l'f9b1• 
This study has attaBpted to detel'llline what type of 
competitive backstroke swimming turn is faster: 
1. The scmersault turn followed by the two-al'lll glide. 
This is the turn currently used by all known ccmpetitive 
i/8. I. Wilson, 11A History of Swimming", Article I, ~ !"'" Poj;L '"f Sw1a1ig, Hoffman and Barris Inc., 425 'Foiirth 
ve., ew ork 16,. Y., Boveaber, 1955, P• 17. Editorial 
Staff, 11We 1re Still Learning to Swta11 , Science Digest Inc., 
Chicago 11, Illinois, July, 1954, inside back cover. 
2 
backstroke swimmers. ll 
2. The somersault turn followed by the one-arm glide. 
This appears to be a faster turn probably due to the 
elimination of both water resistance and an arm motion. zl 
Here the arm which first makes contact with the side of the 
pool, and is subsequently used for leverage support during 
the somersault, remains at the side during the push-off and 
the glide following the turn. The trailing arm remains 
extended and does not bend for a sculling motion. 
Importgnce ~ ~ Problem 
1. In present day intercollegiate and interscholastic 
swimming competition, the backstroke swimming turn is a 
skill which is repeated over and over again. The possibility 
of saving split sec~ds 
overall importance. 
on each turn thereby becomes of 
2. A particular turn Which may be faster and more 
effective for one physical type of swimmer may not be for 
i!R. 3. H. Kiphuth, Swimming Coach and Athletic Director, 
Yayne-~itney Gymnasium, Yale University, New Haven, Conn., 
2i hour conference, December 10, 1954. 
~. J. H. Kiphuth, Ibid. 
3/Swimming Guide Rulfs and Record Book, ll§.2, National 
~ollegiate Athleticssociation, New York 16, N. Y., pp's 
114-117 and 124-126. Official A. A. u. Swimming Handbook, 
1955-56, Amateur Athletic Union of the United States, 233 
Broadway, New York 7, N.Y., pp 1s 108-109, 121-126 and 
193-196. 
3 
y 
another. The determination ot the type turn in which a 
particular individual is the most proficient can be determined 
b,y time and distance measurements. This procedure will 
improve the coaching technique. 
3. To make available a source of scientifically accurate 
information tor coaches, instructors, swimmers, and 
organizations such as the ~erioan Red Cross, Amateur 
Athletic Union, National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations and 
the Annual Conference tor Bational Cooperation in Aquatics, y 
Yale University. 
4. After making a comprehensive study and review or the 
literature, the following conclusions were reached: 
a. The experimental one-arm glide method of competitive 
backstroke turning is original with the author. 
b. No study or analysis or this type, involving the 
timing or the turn interval and the gliding 
~ 
speed that follows, has ever been undertaken. 
i/R. G. Underwood, "Division or Short and Tall Swimmers", 
~each and Pool and Swimming, Hoffman and Harris Inc., New 
YOrk, J.Uiy, 1955, p. 59. 
g/Dr. Harold T. Friermood, "Cooperation in Aquatics", Beach 
~d Pool and Swimming, Hoffman and Harris Inc., New York, 
anuary, 1956, P• 27. 
3/Doctorate Dissertations, 1932-55, inclusive, H. w. Wilson 
~o:, New York, B. Y. 
s. Stop watch timing has been successfully used in 
industry to measure and analyze split second motions ot 
ll the hands, eyes, and other parts of the body. It the 
research shows that the one-~ glide type of turn is the 
4 
most effective, then the possibility will exist that these 
same tt.e and motion saving principles can be applied to 
the turns used,in competitive free style, breast stroke 
and butterfly breast stroke swimming. 
6. During the period when international interest in 
this form of athletic competition was at its height, the 
instructions on backstroke swiaaing turns only gave general 
opinions on the speed or tt.e of turning and the methods f.! 
to be used. 
7. The problem comes out of a situation in which there 
is a recognition th~ 
difficulties exist. 
something is the matter, that unsolved 
i/Dexter 8. it.ball, •Time and Motion Studies•, Principles 
¢ In4ustris.l QrganiuU.on.r. McGraw-Hill Book Company, ll'ew 
York, ll'. Y., 1947, Ch. XII~, pp1 s 240-272. 
2/Tetsutaro Hasegawa, Swlmmhg in Japan, International 
!'oung Wom.en and Children s !ociet,-, Director, Tokyo, Japan, 
1935, pp 1 s 171-172. Willis. Francis, British Backstroke 
Swimming Champion~~~~~~ H. Y., M. s. Mill Co. Inc., 
, Po 77 0 T ll.-
~rederiok L. Whitney, Thl Elamsnts of Researqh, Hsw York, 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1947, P• 66. 
5 
8. During the 1955-56, interscholastic and intercollegiate 
swimming season, swimmers at the following Rhode Island 
educational tastitutions adopted the experimental one-arm 
glide method ot turning as the taster and more effective 
method: Brown Universit7, LaSalle Academy ot Providence, 
Park View Junior High School ot Cranston, Pawtucket East 
Tolman High, and St. George Preparatory School, Newport. 
It was observed that 16 out ot 27 swimmers were using 
the experimental one-arm glide method ot backstroke turning 
in the medley relay and the 100 yard backstroke events at the 
Brown University Interscholastic Swimming Meet, January 28, 
1/ 1956, Colgate-Hoyt Pool, Providence. Also noted was the 
tact that, the 16 swimmers using the one-arm glide method had 
previously taken part in the turn experiments during the 
early part ot the 1955-56 indoor swimming season. 
The experimental one-arm glide method was used by the 
first three place winners ot the R. I. State AAU Ken's 100 
Yard Backstroke 
at the Wansucht 
Swimming Championship o~/ebruary 
Boy's Club, Providence. 
2, 1956, 
i/ProTidence Sundq Journal, L&Sa11e Wins in Brown School 
~. January 29, 1956, Sporting Section, P• 1 and P• 4. 
2/Providence Journal, R. I. AAU Swim Meet Held at lfansuch.t 
~ar'• Club, February~, 1956, P• 24. 
6 
~ Progren ~ Sytppp!pg 
In reviewing the literature 1n the aquatic field, there 
was no evidence of eXperimental research on swimming turns. 
Studies have been completed, however, on numerous phases 
of competitive swimming, especially the methods of propulsion 
ll 
through the water. As a result of this research, a greater 
degree of proficiency has resulted. This is evidenced by 
the fact that swimming records are being broken year atter 
year 1n practically every event and on all levels of 
v 
competition. 
All ot this rapid progress toward man's mastery over 
water has only recently prevailed. In order to form a more 
composite picture ot the significance of the present and ot 
tuture aquatic pr~ress, the reader's attention is invited 
to the historical background concerning the development of 
the skill of swimming: 
Columbia 
17, 7, 
New York. 
VSw'!l!l!!ing Guide Rules and Record Book, 1956, op. cit., pp's 
21-22 and 25-50. Official AAU Sr1mmtns Bap4book, 1955-56, 
op. cit., pp 1 s 53-73. 
ys. N. Wilson, •A History of Swimming•, Beach and Pool and 
Szimm'pg, Hottman and Harris Inc., New York, N. f., 1955, P• 17. 
7 
"Man doss not adapt to water naturally but must 
learn from instruction or tram trial and error. 
Instruction is the method used today in accustoming 
man to the water. The trial and error method was 
probably the first method used. In this method, man 
learned to swim not onl7 troa 1mitat1ng anilllals but 
trom observing the frantic actions of fellow men when 
they tell into the water." 
1:1 Many historical advancements are noted by Wilson 
the most notewortb7 ot which are: 
"Pirst historic record ot swimming. Pictures 
portra7ing the action ot swimmers were tound in the 
wall carvings of the Wadi Sori in the Libyan Desert. 
The time ot inscription ot these carvings is 
approximated as 9000 B. o.n 
"•••in Egypt, sometimes regarded as a 'river 
civilization', during the years 216Q-2292 B. o., the 
Egyptians recorded their achievements in swimming. 
Van DalenL Kitchell, and Bennett remark in their book, 
'A World History ot Pb7sical Education', that in 
Egypt during the ancient civilizations, • ••• swimming 
instruction was frequently given by a slave of quasi-
official and dignified status.• The nature or these 
instructions are unkno1iD and to estimate how long 
swimming had been in vogue prior to these dates, 
2l6Q-1280 B. o., would be b7Pothetical." y 
Additional reference to teaching methods and stroke 
technique is also an important part of the historical record: 
n As to the nature or the strokes taught and used, 
there is again much supposition. James E. Dunlap, 
archaelogist from the Universit'T ot Michigan says in 
his article 'The Swimminf Stroke of the Ancients', in 
the 1Art and Archaeologr magazine, that he has found 
considerable evidence that swimming methods somewhat 
like modern ones were used 3000 7ears ago. 
Dunlap describes other Egyptian wall reliefs which 
are regarded among the best known as those portraying 
the story ot a battle between the Hittites and Rameses 
ifs. N. Wilson, Ibid, p. 34. 
,g/Ibid. 
8 
II at Kodesh on the Orontes River in northern Syria 
during the thirteenth centuey B. c. The Hittites were 
defeated after which they swam the river. This could 
probably be regarded as the first historical record or 
the military use of swimm1pg. Dunlap states further 
that one fleeting Hittite in a relief is employing an 
over-a~ stroke in which the a~s work alternately 
and the legs move in opposite directions in parallel 
planes. This analysis ot swimming techniques might 
indicate that the Hittite was executing a trudgen or 
crawl stroke." 
y' 
It is evident from the literature that swimming was 
considered as important to the military centuries ago~ as 
:;j 
it 1s today: 
"Swimming was not uncamnon to the Assyrians who 
regarded it as art or war. Two Assyrians in wall 
reliefs have pictured soldiers in the act ot swimming. 
The technique shown in these pictures appears to be 
that of an overhand type ot stroke. Mesopotamia~ like 
Egypt, was regarded as a river civilization." " •••• the 
area facilitated the acquisition of aquatic skills. 
The Assyrians even developed the first 'water 
wings'. Their a~ies were equipped with skins (mussuks) 
which could be inflated ~ mouth and used to sustain 
themselves in the water." 
Survival appears to be one ot the main reasons for the 
emphasis on the development ot swimming in the powerful y 
ancient civilizations of Persia, Greece and Rome: 
"In Persia the ancients were aware ot the benefits 
ot swimming in a military sense. Persia was a vigorous 
and militaristic nation. Every boy at the age of six 
became the property of the state and was~ thenceforth, 
iJs. i. Wilson~ Ibid. 
g/United States Naval Institute, Sw1mroing and Diving, Revised 
Edition, V-Pive Association ot America~ Annapolis, Maryland, 
1950~ pp's 8-14. 
ys. H. Wilson~ Ibid. 
9 
thoroughly trained to became a defender of the Persian 
borders. Swimming was one of the compulsory activities 
in the youth 1 s training program." 
}/ 
With reference to Israel Torney states: "The extent 
to Which the Hebrews valued man's mastery over water is 
indicated by their ancient law which required that a father 
teach his son not only a trade but also how to sw~." 
gj 
Among the ancient Greeks, several practical reasons helped 
maintain a high level of interest in this skill. Complete 
body development was one objective in the emphasis on swimming. 
The main reason for having a well trained group of citizens 
was provided by the constant threat of invasion by an enemy: 
•In Sparta, physical training similar to Persia's 
began at the age of seven and swimming was included in the 
dally program of activities. Aquatic education was rated 
ao UP17 that one's inability to swim was as much a symbol 
of ignorance as was illiteracy. Leonard says in his botll:, 
History of Fbysieal Education, 1An old law from Solomon's 
time said that every boy had to know his letters and how 
to swim'." y 
Rome appears to have been the most enthusiastic nation 
toward aquatics during this period of ancient western 
i/ 
civilization: 
"The Romans probably stressed bathing more than 
lf John A. foney, Sy1mmlng, llcGraw-Hill Company, B ew York, 
1950, P• 3. 
i/8• •· Wilson, Ibid. 
;Wlbid. 
4/Emmett A. Rice, A Brief History of Ehzsical Education, A. 
'!. Banes Company, lfew York, 191t, P• 45. 
10 
any other ancient people. Like the Greeks and Persians. 
the Romans looked upon swimming ability from a military 
aspect. Swimming was rated highly in the days of the 
Greeks and Romans, practiced widely, and stressed in 
the training of warriors. In fact, the Romans considered 
aquatic ability so essential that in one training place 
at the Campus Mart ius, they practiced swimming in full 
armor. 
The Roman measure of ignorance was essentially the 
same as that of the Greeks. The inability to swim was 
a handicap equal to inability to read and write. Rice 
states in his book, 'An ability to swim, however, was 
considered essential to every Roman. Complete ignorance 
was often expressed ~ the adage, (He has neither learned 
to read nor to swim). " So accomplished were the Roman 
soldiers in swimming that Julius Caesar led his legions 
across rivers during his conquests". 
Swimming pools were very popular in ancient Rome. The 
ll 
Roman Bath and it 1s incipient activities became an integral 
part of the life of that era: 
"During Rome's more prosperous years, large city 
houses and country estates were equipped with small pools. 
Bathing and swimming became so intrenched in the daily 
lives of the Romans that these activities survived even 
the fall of Rome and, for a number of centuries, survived 
the discouragements of medieval Christendom, which frowned 
upon them as decadent." 
Througb the Roman conquests baths were introduced into 
:;j 
England and remained there until the sixteenth century when 
practically all the aquatic activities vanished from the 
western world. As with many of the other talents and the 
skills acquired and developed by peoples of western 
lJs. i. Wilson, Ibid • 
.a/Ibid, P• 40. 
11 
ll 
civilization, swimming passed through a period called the 
dark ages: 
"Swimming, as well as bathing tell into disuse 
during the lliddle Ages throughout bope because ot the 
belief that these activities helped to spread the 
scourging epidemics which so often swept the continent." 
"Swimming was not, ot course, the only form ot learning 
which was set back by the asceticism ot the Middle Ages. 
This age took its toll on all forms ot learning; 
nevertheless, Thomas Cureton, Professor and Research 
Director at the University ot Illinois, believes that it 
was during this era that the breast stroke had its 
beginning." 
It was not until educators opposed medieval scholasticism, 
during the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, that jJ 
swimming again became an acceptable activity: "The humanist 
educators were primarily responsible tor shattering the fetters 
which restricted the scope ot education and, in so doing, 
returned swimming to the educational scene." 
;V 
Vittorinoda Feltre advocated the inclusion ot swimming 
in the school curriculum, " •••• established a school in 1428 
in which he included instruction and competition in swimming. 
Be is regarded by many as the 'tirst modern schoolmaster'•" 
During the next tew centuries, physical education, 
including swimming, continued to be a point ot controversy, 
until receiving a favorable acceptance by Johann Basebow, 
lJs. i. i1lson, "The Dark Ages ot Swimming", Beach and Pool 
and Swimming, Botfman and Barris, B. Y., Dec., 1955, P• 13, 
Article II. 
j/Ibid. 
:ts/J. A. Torney, Ibid, P• lOo 
12 
(1723-1790). Numerous other progressive educators, including y 
Richard Mulcaster, John Locke and Francois Rabelais, helped 
bring swimming to a level ot world wide use and appeal. 
Competition has provided the necessary stimulus for an 
v 
applied scientific approach in the development or speed y 
swimming. This can be traced directly to England: " •••• Matt 
~ 
Mann, in his book 'Swimming' remarks that the great advances 
in competitive swimming have come about since 1880 when 
there was a great growth ot swimming clubs in England." 
The English placed their dependence upon the breast y 
stroke, " •••• praise of this stroke was fortified when Captain 
Matthew Webb, ot England, swam the English Channel tor the 
first time in history on August 24-25, 1875, using the 
breast stroke.• y 
Wilson describes the changes in the breast stroke for 
the purposes or speed as follows: 
i/Prancois Rabalais, GargaptUf and Pantagrael, Ives Washburn, 
Wew York, 1930, p. 56. 
~.Paul B. Weisz, "What Is Science", Providence Sunday 
Journal, Part IV, April 10, 1956, p. 10. 
ys. H. Wilson, Ibid. 
j}Matt Mann, S]rtmming, Prentice-Ball Company, 1940, P• 100. 
5/J. W. McVicar, f Hist ot the Develo ent or Swimm 1 ~ibliograpby, ~erican sioal uoation Research Quarterly, 
March, 1936, 7:56-67. 
ys. H. Wilson, Ibid. 
13 
"Through the promotion of numerous swimming clubs 
swimming bec~e recognized as a sport in England. Soori 
many of the utilitarian values of the breast stroke 
(stability, good vision, restfulness) were sacrificed 
in order to speed up the breast stroke. The emphasis 
was no longer on the dependable breast stroke but on 
the innovations which would reduce water resistance 
and develop more speed. The first of these innovations 
was the adoption of the side stroke." 
Innovations of a seemingly insignificant nature 
oftentiaes greatly improve a teaching technique or a 
p~sical skill. One of the first innovations giving impetus 
ll 
to speed swimming, according to Cureton, was the introduction 
of the sidestrokel 
" •••• although the side stroke had been known 
since the early 1800 1s, its comietitive values were 
not e~loited until about 1870. 
"It was not long, however, until some experimenter 
found that 1f the top al'1ll when swimming the side stroke 
was recovered over the water instead of under the water, 
water resistance would be further eliminated." "J. R. 
'.ryera of ~land sW8.11l 100 yards in the fabulous time 
of 1:02.5 using this stroke in 1891." (For comparison, 
the world record today for this distance using the 
crawl stroke is lfle1 held by Rex Audrey, Bew Haven, 
Conn. Swim Club." 
:Y With due regards to experiments the Wilson study 
disclosed that: 
"Swimmers and aquatic authorities continued to 
experiment with stroke efficiency, and soon someone 
reasoned that water resistance could be fUrther reduced 
1f both arms were to recover over the water instead 
of one." 
"The stroke was named after ita originator Trudgeon, 
but it became misspelled '~rudgen'. Using this stroke 
iJT. K. Cureton, !gw To Teach Swimming and Diving, Assoc. 
Press, 1934, P• 92. 
ys. B. Wilson, Ibid. 
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F. c. v. Lane, in 1902, swam 100 yards in the astonishing 
time of one minute flat. Cureton says, 'this period 
marks one of the greatest in all swimming history'." 
The supremacy of the United States in developing the -
moat effective speed swimming skills did not occur until the 
ll 
turn of the twentieth century: 
"England was supreme in the world of competitive 
swimming, but this supremacy was not to last; for in 
Australia, a group of six brothers named Cavill were 
developing and perfecting a stroke which was soon to 
revolutionise the art of speed swimming, especially 
in the United States. This new stroke was to become 
known as the 'Australian Crawl' after one of the 
Cavills remarked that one swims it like 'crawling 
throu~ the water'•" 
Richard Cavill went to England in 1902 and used 
the Australian crawl to win the swimming championship 
in a new record clocking of :58.6 for the 100 yard 
sprint. The kick he used in conjunction with the 
alternating over-arm action became known as the 'flutter' 
kick because of the 'up and down' thrashing action of 
the legs.".2/ 
Armbruster stressed the importance of the new kick 
when he wrote, "The introduction of the flutter kick in 
1902 established a new era in speed swimming." One of the 
first ~ericans to set a world's record with this new kicking y 
Daniels. At the Olympic Championships method was Charles M. 
in St. Louis in 1903, he set a world's record of ss.o. y 
Hawaii's Duke Kahanamoku followed Daniels in further 
19's. N. Wilson, Ibid • 
.2/D. A. Armbruster, Swimming and Diving, H. w. Wilson Co., 
New York, 1930, P• 4. 
yDan Golenpaul, 1954 Information Please A1manac, Macmillan 
Co., New York, P• 793. 
J!s. N. Wilson, "A History of Swimming", Sw1mWing Pool Age, 
Hoffman and Harris Inc., New York, January, 1 56, P• 25. 
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advancing swimming speed: 
" •••• in 1917, he held the record at 53.0, for the 
100 yard sprint, a time which is still considered very 
commendable today. Kahanamoku 1 s chief asset was a pair 
of long broad feet which provided a large surface area 
for propulsive action. He used a vigorous six-beat 
flutter kick which was to become the timing standard 
of practically all crawl swimmers." 
~. 
~erican coaching technique and swimming skill has 
kept improving: 
"among the first of the great swimming coaches 
was William Bachrach, of the Illinois Athletic Club." 
"Under the ~idance of Bachrach, Johnny Weissmuller, 
the famous Tarzan', was developed. Weissmuller used 
the crawl stroke in establishing free style records 
from 1923 to 1928 which, it was believed would endure 
for generations. At one time, he held over fifty world's 
records in the free stile events in distances from 40 
yards to 880 yards." Through his succession of brilliant 
performances, he stimulated hundreds to learn to swim." y 
Studies by Wilson indicate that, generally speaking, 
the United States has been in the forefront over the past 
half century in achieving the most effective natatorial 
skills: 
"Generally, the United States has been, since the 
time of Duke Kahanamoku and Johnny Weissmuller, the 
supreme power in competitive swimming and its swimmers 
the most effective in the Olympics--the two exceptions 
being the 1932 Olympics and the 1949 National ~ateur 
Athletic Association Swimming Championships in Los 
Angeles. In the 1932 Olympics, the Japanese swimmers 
took first and second in every event except the 400 
meter free style in which they took third, fourth, and 
fifth. The Japanese successes were attributed to their i 
superb physical condition, knowledge of stroke mechan cs, 
iJs. N. Wilson, Ibid. 
~lbido 
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and their great nationalistic pride. These astonishing 
perfor.mances b,r the Japanese team stimulated fUrther 
action b,r the American swimmers and coaches to develop 
their style and condition. !heir efforts did not go 
UJ;Il'ewarded because at the 1936 Ol,mpic games in Berlin, 
the United States won most of the Olympic swimming and 
diving events. 
Ia Los Jageles in 1949, the Japanese again swept 
the A.A.u. swimming championships in the crawl stroke 
events.• 
Iaternational activity and interest is steadily 
1J increasing in this sport, "Champion swimmers no longer 
represent just the countries of the United States, Australia, 
and Japan, but the countries of Russia, lrrance, Hungary, and 
even China." 
Aauatio ho9h 
Swiaming and all other related aquatic activities are 
not only broadening internationally but also swt.ming y y 
activities are accelerating 1n the secondary schools of 
the United States: 
"Here 1n the United States, schools have discovered 
the ecmcational values of swimming. Competitive swimming 
is no longer a sport ot athletic clubs alone but is now 
an activity promoted b,r the common schools. There were 
over three hundred high school teams entered 1n state 
sponsored competition last year. Swimming com~et1tion 
is now guided by educators as well as coaches. 
i/ibid. 
2/John Y. Squires, "Swimming 1n Secondary School Physical 
Education", Beach .,, Pool and SJ2mming, New York, August, 
19551 i• 20. Robert A. Latour, A Study ot Pools in a School Systsa , 8eaoh and Pool and Syjmmipg, July, 1955, P• 26. 
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The increased aquatic trend in secondary schools is 
ll partially due to the phenominal ~owth in the number of 
PJ y 
swimming pools being constructed each year. The teaching 
of aquatic skills has, therefore, received a corresponding y 
amount of iapetus. Adequately trained personnel are also 
coming more and more into demand. 
Associated closely with increased swimming pool 
construction has developed an unprecedented interest in 
§/ §/ 
the instruction and use of equipment for underwater 
swimming. Over one million individuals now actively 
!/ participate in underwater swimming activities. It, 
i/Robert ROffman, "9,000 RUe 'four Reveals Phenominal 
Growth of Pool Industry•, publisher, Beach and Pool and 
S,1mmtnc, Dec., 1955, P• 11. 
2/Sears Roebuck & Co., "Real Swimming Pool 12x27 ft. Long, 
3z5 ft. Deep, Install It Yourself and Save!", Welcome to 
Spr1pg, 1956 Catalogue, Boston, Rasa., P• 33. 
3/Robert c. Jackson 8 The Importance of Swimming in The 
Iducational Program•, SFwmipg Popl ~e, Hoffman and Harris 
Inc., B. Y., Jan., 1.956, p. 30 and~., 1956, P• 34. 
4lRobert Hoffman, •wanted: 10,000 'fra1ned Pool Operators•, 
~~inl Pogl Age, B. Y., Jan., 1956, P• 17 • 
.§/Henry 1!'0 Pohl, "Pins, Snorkel and Mask", Beach and Pool 
pp4 8w'mm'nl• B. Y., May, 19551 Po 14. 
6/Scott Aviation Corp • ..t. "Rew World Adventure", Bea9h and 
Yool epa Si'mmipg, •• ~ •• April, 1955, P• 16. 
:z/W1111am Barada, Underwater, The Sk1pg1vers Ranual, and 
11atea Wgrld, Trend Inc., 5959 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 
28, al1forn1a. 
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therefore, appears inevitable that human hydrodynamics will 
continue to be anal7.sed and ~proved upon. Coaches and 
l/ ';.! y 
physical educators both active and retired are predicting 
that progress 1n swimming will accelerate within the next 
twenty years. This is due to several factors, one of the 
most outstanding is that swimming skills are relatively new 
fram a competitive standpoint. 
This analysis of the studies and writings concerning 
the progress of sw~ing are ~arised and previewed in 
J/ 
sections of an editorial Which tells of the growth of the 
swimming pool 1nduat17: 
11fhere is a fascinating leisure-time future 
ahead of Ameriea 1f present trends continue. And it 
ties right into our own lives and work. 
Por same years nowaagasinea and newspapers have 
been publicising the move toward 'outdoor living'. 
Architectural, building, and hame magazines have played 
it up, devoting ever increasing amounts of space to 
landscaping of homes, to bigger patios, picture windows 
and even window walla, all-year homes in areas that 
were once used only for summer vacations. 
This has been reflected very strongly in our 
l/RO. . nald Gainaford, 11The Future of Competitive Swimming", 
~~ epd Pool •na Syirnp1pg, Karch, 1955, P• 19. 
2/Ronald Gainsford, "Ben Gra~; Coach of Champions", 
TUniversity of Pittsburg), B!ach apd Pool And SJrtmming, 
August, 1955, P• 18 • 
.§/Edward T. Kennedy, "Swimming Through The Years", (191o-
55), Swimming Coach, Coluabia University, Sw{f!iJ}R Guide 
Rules and Record Book, 1956, op. dt., pp's - • 
,i/Ed.itor, "What Is A Swimming Pool Age•, Sy11!!!!!1ng Pool Age, 
Boftman and Barris Inc., B. Y., January, 1956, P• 19. 
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own field. The growth in the construction of swimming 
pools since the end of World War II has been phenominal. 
In a Market Report we have just published we estimate, 
very conservatively, that 20,000 swimming pools were 
built in 1955, and that at least 30,000 will be built 
in 156. We can easily see the possibility of hundreds 
of thousands of pools within the next 5 to 10 years. 
This development is not only the result of the 
trend toward outdoor living, it is one of the causes 
of it. Millions of ~ericans have learned to swim, 
have found that swimming is a healthful, invigorating 
and relaxing form of recreation. Hardly a youngster 
today reaches high school age without having had an 
opportunity to learn to swfa. 
As a result, commanity pools of all types are 
being built, even in the northernmost parts of the u. 
s., and residential pools are growing like mushrooms. 
Cabana clubs have become big business in some parts of 
the country, golf clubs and motels are adding pools, 
home builders are featuring pools as optional equipnent, 
or including community pools with groups of 50 or 100 
homes. 
We are entering an era when swimming will become 
a necessary part of happy living, when swimming pools 
will be as important to the average family as automobiles 
or television sets. 
That's why, after 29 years, we have changed Beach 
& Pool's name to SWIMMING POOL AGE." 
Public interest and demand in aquatics is now exemplified y 
at expositions and exhibits of new homes: "International 
Home Builders ~osition takes over the four floors, May 12 
to 20. The coliseum is so gigantic that the Home Builders 
EXposition will exhibit four model homes, one of them complete 
with a swimming pool." 
With ample facilities available for participation and 
instruction in swimming and its related aquatic skills, it 
i/Standard Times, 8 351 000,000 Dollar Coliseum Opens in New 
York City, April 28", New Bedford, Mass., April 16, 1956, P• B. 
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appears inevitable that the majority of the present day 
aquatic techniques will be studied, refined, and improved 
upon. 
One of the most inspiring achievements from an experimental 
standpoint has resulted through the efforts of Dr, James E, 
ll 
Counsilman, State University Teachers College, Cortland, N, Y,: 
"Cortland's Swimming Coach, Dr. James E, Counsilman 
was even willing to work with a sandy-haired freshman 
named George E, Breen, whose best effort for the 440 yd, 
freestyle was a dismally slow 7:30," 
"The coach had seen something 1 intangible 1 in Breen's 
awkward splashing, and the boy seemed just the one to help 
Counsilman test some of his unorthodox theories about 
swimming st~les, 
Daily Breen drove himself through a strenuous routine 
of body-building exercises and some three miles of practice 
in the pool. The stroke Counsilman taught him was a choppy, 
continuous flailing, with no gracefUl. resting glides 
between pulls, not even after turns. 
Since watching the Japanese use it with remarkable 
success in the 1932 Olympics, most coaches have taught 
the glide stroke, 1The logic of it sounds terrific', 
Coach Counsilman concedes, 1Each arm gets a chance to 
rest up front until the other arm swings forward.' But 
for all its attraction, the glide stroke seemed to 
Counailman as time-wasting as stop-and-go driving, He 
preferred the continuous pace of his own windmill style, 
went so far as to work its advantages into • Ph.D. thesis. 
Counsilman found that Subject Breen's kick was relatively 
weak, but instead of beefing up Breen's legs, Counsilman 
taught him to slow them down and barely flutter them 
during part of the stroke, 1If he kicked more,' explains 
Counsilman, 1 it would act as a drag. It would be something 
like an automobile whose front wheels are going 30 miles 
an hour and the back wheels only 20. 1 
By the end of Breen's first year of competitive 
l/James E, Oounailman, An Analysis of The Applications of 
Force in Two Txpes of Crawl Stroke, University of Iowa, 
1951-52 Doctorate Dissertation, Vol. 19, H, w. Wilson Co,, 
N, Y, aVictory for the Flail",~~ 9 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York 20, N, Y,, April 16, 1956, pp 1 s 41-42 and P• 44, 
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swimming, Counsilman 1 s counsel was paying orr. Breen 
could churn the 440 in 4:56. Last year he was fast 
enough to win the Eastern Intercollegiate and A.A.u. 
11 500-meter championship." 
"Trained to a split second, Breen did just what 
Counsilman expected of him. In Yale 1 s 50-meter 'long-
course' pool last fortnight he flailed through each 
lOo-meter segment of his 1 1 500-meter grind in almost identical times--never under 1:13, never over 1:13.9. 
He touched the finish line in 18:05.9, an eye-bugging 
13.1 seconds under the world mark (TIKE, April 9) held 
since 1949 by Japan's Hironoshin Furuhashi, becrune the 
first American ever to hold that long-distance record. 
Last week, in the same pool, he clocked 18:20.2 
for 11 500 meters to win the A.A.u. title. The slower 
time was intentional--Breen kept on going until he had 
finished a fUll mile in the water, finished in 19:40.41 
a new world record." 
"Said Ohio State Coach Mike Peppe, who is probably 
still wondering how a swimmer like Breen ever got away 
from him: 1Breen1 s record is comparable to a 3:52 mile 
in track. He's undoubtedly the greatest long-distance 
freestyler this country has ever had'•" 
Review 2! Literature 2a Backstroke Sp1mming TurnS 
It was not until the early part of the twent~eth y 
century that the backstroke was introduced into swimming 
competition: 
"Another swimming stroke, the back crawl, which 
was soon to be adopted as the third competitive stroke, 
was developed during this period. Actually the back 
crawl was a by-product of the crawl. The same principles 
of the crawl were applied (alternating arm action and 
inverted flutter kick), and greater speed was developed 
than in the older type of back stroke which was no more 
than an inverted breast stroke. In time, the back 
crawl established itself as a competitive stroke, 
second only to the crawl." 
The first Olympic contest in backstroke swimming was 
j(.S• I. Wilson, "A History of Swimming", Swimming Pool Age, 
• Y., January, 19561 P• 25. 
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ll 
held at St. Louis in 1904. The lOo-meter backstroke event 
was won by Walter Brack of Germany 1n 1 minute 16.8 seconds. 
With the development ot backstroke speed swimming 
methods ot turning evolved. At first the turn was a 
selection ot the most natural movements such as those 
fJ 
described by Shettield, who defines the turn as a "two hand 
grab-partial spin" type ot turn. 
. y 
Instruction b7 Biggin relate what was apparently the 
best method of doing a backstroke turn during the early 
thirties: 
"The backstroke turn, too, is tricky again you 
must touch with both hands and then kick off with your 
teet. And since this movement involves rolling over 
in the water and reversing your direction, you cannot 
spend too much time practicing it so that it can be 
done swiftly and easily without causing too much loss 
ot time and energy: 
All this happens in a second or so, yet it is 
important that you refrain from swimming too soon. 
As you leave the wall you glide first; then the legs 
begin to thrash; then the arm stroke commences." 
Even frOIIl the l!tation ot Japan, a country Which 
dilligentl7 sought and 1n many ways succeeded in developing 
and dominating competitive swimming circles during the 
middle thirties, there is no evidence of a split second 
i/Dan Golenpaul Associates, 1954 Information Please A1mapac, 
1racmillan Company 1 l!t • Y • P• 793 and 797. 
~Lyba and l!tita Sheffield, Sw1mm1ng Simplified, A. s. Barnes 
and Co., Bew York, 1931, P• 121. 
YAileen Riggin, Jlodern Swimming and Diving, Dodd, Jlead and 
Co., l!tew York, 1931, ppis 7o-71. 
type of backstroke turn. 
on this subject: 
11 
Hasegawa wrote the following 
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"2. Turning in backstroke swimming. At present, 
swimmers in all countries have their ow.n individual 
way of turning. Some swimmers touch the wall and 
assume the posture at the start, grasping the overflow 
for a moment before they begin to kick and repeat the 
start over again. But I think it is not an effective 
way. Others turn back in their course as if they were 
doing a tumble. But I believe there is danger in this 
system of losing speed for five or six metres from the 
wall. The best way of turning safely and speedily is 
this: that as soon as the right hand touches the wall, 
one should bend his legs instantly and bend his trunk; 
turn back his body twisting by his breast to the 
right. 
Then the legs naturally take the same position 
as on the start. At the same time, he makes a motion 
as if to scoop up the water with the left hand, then 
the body is drawn towards the wall and aids in the 
turning movement. By this action, he canturn back 1n 
his course easily and swiftly. Before the turning 
movement is over, he stretches out his right arm with 
his left above the head and with the same turn as in 
the crawl stroke, except the difference of the body 
position, and kicks off from the wall just as is done 
at the start. 
The following are the points to be especially 
observed in turning. 
1. Do not slow down the speed from seven or 
eight metres from the wall, but go fast as possible. 
Because the faster one goes, the faster and more 
safely he can turn. 
2. Draw 1n the body especially the legs as much 
as possible. When carrying the legs to the wall, 
do not bring up the legs but turn with the kneecap 
above the water. 
3. Make use of the left hand 1n order to turn 
easily." 
In the United States the importance of the skill 1n 
jjinternational Young Women and Children's Society, 
Swimming in Japgn, Tetsutaro Hasegawa, Director, Tokyo, 
Japan, 1935, pp 1 s 171-172. 
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ll question is emphatically discussed b,y Barnes, and his 
thoughts and teachings are as follows: 
"Many a race has been won or lost on the turn. 
lt is a common occurrence for a swimmer to gain one or 
two fifths ot a second on his rival in this maneuver, 
and any swimming team that is not consistently and 
intelligently drilled on it is sure to lose points 
in stiff competition. 
The elements ot the turn are: the approach, the 
turn proper and the push-orr. 
The approach: It you are versatile and quick to 
learn it DRY be advisable to turn either way. The 
approach in the racing backstroke presents stmilar 
problems, but here there is much more guesswork, 
since you can neither look ahead nor watch the cross 
line on the bottom of the poole Caretul observation 
ot the ceiling will help considerably, especially when 
you are familiar with it. 
The turn proper: Get close enough so that your 
elbow can almost touch the wall, roll over on the side 
of the hand first touching, and bring the feet to the 
wall about 18 inches under the hands. 
Your touch or grasp on the end of the pool will 
be easier and surer if you attempt it only after you 
have begun to roll over on your belly for the push 
oft; ie e., when you are on your side. Both hands 
must touch.• 
British knowledge and opinion on the subject, in the 
?J late thirties, was expressed by Francis, the British 
Backstroke Swimming Champion of that period: 
nPractice your turning. The tmportant point in 
back orawl turning is not to lie over on the race 
until one hand has grasped the rail; as the other 
hand follows bring the legs up smartly under the 
body, placing the soles of feet against wall of bath. 
Arms, are then thrown overhead as the swimmer pushes 
i/aerald Sames, S)dmroing Cpd Div1~g, New York, Charles 
Scribner and Sons., 1937, hapter • 
2/lliilliam Francis, Swimming, Hew York, M. s. Mill Company, 
Ync., 1938, P• 77. 
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off in backstroke position, immediately resuming the 
rhythm of the stroke. 
Another American opinion Of the late thirties OD the 
ll backstroke turn is stated by Ann Avery Smith: 
"c. Backstroke Tank Turns: There are two kinds 
ot tank turns that ma7 be done ey backstroke swimmers, 
a tank turn with a surface pushotf, and a tank turn 
with an underwater push orr. The former is the less 
complex, and is probablY' more commonly used. The 
latter is more involved and is used extensively 1n 
competitive swimming." 
It was suprising to learn in reviewing the literature, y y y 
that both Cureton, llann, and the kterican Red Cross make 
no mention of the competitive backstroke swimming turn 1n 
their writings. 
Prom the research it beoaae apparent that the fast 
backstroke somersault method ot turning, followed ey the 
. §) 
two-arm glide, was introduced by Adolph Kiefer 1n 1935 • 
.lfAnn Avery Smith, 
~cribner and Sons, 
Charles 
g/Thomas K. Cureton, "Review of a Decade of Research in 
Aquatics at Springfield College; 1929-1939", Research Quarterly, AAHPER, Vol. XI, lla7, 1940, No. 2, How To Teach 
SJd,ming anQ D~p~ Associated Press, 347 Madison Ave., N. •• 1934. _____ The Water, Associated Press, N.Y., 
1949. 
3/Jiatt llann II, Sz1mm1ng li'.Jlli!amenta1a1 Prentice Hall Inc. 1 1'. Y., 1940. 
J/American Red Cross, Sw1mm1ng ag4 Diving, Blakiston Co., 
'h11ade1phia, Penna., 1938, pp1 s 172-177 • 
.§/Times, Kiefer Turn, Swilll, Dec., 1935. 
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ll 
Kiefer won the 100-meter backstroke in 1936 at the Olympic 
Games in .Berlin, Germany in the world record time of 1 
minute 5.9 seconds. 
Alo~ with Kiefer, other prominent backstrokers of the 
thirties included, " •••• George Kojac, Albert Van de Waghe, 
and Harry Holiday became noted for swinnning the backstroke". 
"Adolph Kiefer is probably the greatest backstroke swimmer 
the sport has ever known. He was defeated in only one race 
over a period of eight years, from 1935 to 1943. That 
defeat came from Harry Holiday." y 
With Kiefer as his subject, Forsyth became one of the y 
first to publish visual instructions on this new method: 
"Backstroke underwater turn. Adolph Kiefer 
demonstrates the underwater speed backstroke turn 
used principally in sprint swinnning. Notice the 
position of the hand with fingers down on the touch. 
The momentum the swimmer has on coming in to the turn 
is a factor that makes a fast turn possible." 
"The Backstroke Turn (Head Out of Water). 
Adolph Kiefer demonstrates the backstroke turn with 
the head out of the water. The more momentum the 
swimmer has comin~ into the turn, the faster the 
turn can be made. 
Visual sections in the above mentioned instructions 
j}Dan Golenpaul, 1954 Information Please Almanac, Macmillan 
Co., No Y., p. 793. 
2/World Book Encyclopedia, Vol. 15, "~erican Swimming 
~hampions", Quarrie Corporation, Chicago, Illinois, 1948, 
P• 7843. 
ysteve Forsyth, Quick Way to Better Swimming, Sun Dial 
Press, Allan Hall Co., Miami, Florida, 1939, pp 1 s 10-14. 
i/Times, Kiefer Backstroke Tyrp, (il) Swim, Feb., 1938. 
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show Kiefer demonstrating a turn identical to that cammonl7 
in uae, at the present time. This turn is currently being 
ll 
taught b1 outstanding coaches in the field ot competitive 
:v Eighteen 7ears later records indicate that Kiefer's 
1936 time of 1 minute 5.9 seconds tor the lOO~eter 
backstroke was lowered b7 more than 3 seconds. Yoshi 
()y-akawa broke the world record on April 1, 1954, at New 
Haven, Connecticut with a time ot 1 minute 2.8 seconds. y 
It is considered ironical that Adolph Kister, the 
swimmer who introduced the currentl7 used two-arm glide 
method ot performing a backstroke speed turn, made no 
mention ot this method 1n the text on swimming bearing his 
name. 
Included among 
backstroke swimming 
the more recent instructions 
!I 
turn Ulan has this to sa7: 
on the 
•The Back Tumble Turn. Amore acrobatic and 
possibl7 a faster means ot turning can be found in 
the tumble or back somersault turn. The hand that 
touches is dropped deep down into the water, the head 
follows and then the rest ot the bod7 which has 
meanwhile curled into a. ball. When almost completel7 
l/R. 3. k. k!phuth, Basic ~pm1pg{ Yale University Press, 
~ew Haven, Conn., 19501 pp s 107-1 2. 
j/Bew York 1forld Telel!!ram and The Sun, P.' Wor1d Alm8J1!g, 
li2Q, 129 Ba.rcl11.7 St., BewYork 15, B •• , P• 885. 
yAdolph Kiefer, Milton and Br8lll1Jell Gabrielson, Learn1ng 
to Syfm in 12 BaS% Steps, Prentice-Ball Inc., 70 Fifth Ave., 
New York 11, B. Y., 1951. 
~arold s. Ulen and ~ Larcom Jr., The Cgmplete Sw1mmer, 
Macmillan Co., B. Y., 1949, P• 140 and P• 142. 
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over the body is given a half-twist which puts it into 
the original position on the back. 
The feet flip over the shoulder of the arm that 
touches the wall and are then dropped against the wall 
of the pool for the push-off. 
This turn is really a quick flip with the hips, 
thighs and lower legs rolling into a ball toward the 
head as it sinks." 
No mention of the push off or glide is made in the y y 
instructions by Ulen. Kiphuth elaborates more in detail 
on this essential competitive skill: 
11The Backstroke Turn. Coming in with his normal 
stroke, the swimmer in this sequence of pictures hits 
the wall with his left hand, which is thrust down 
behind him about 2 feet below the surface, slightly 
to the right and directly in back of his head. (Which 
hand will hit the wall is a matter of chance). 
Simultaneously with the movement of the arm he snaps 
his head backward and down, arching his back and bringing 
up his knees with great vigor slightly right of center. 
At this point he is going into an off-center somersault 
with the knees following the head. The somersault is 
modified by a slight twist which will enable the 
swimmer to regain the backstroke position. As his 
feet hit the wall he backwaters with his right arm 
to bring his body in close to the wall for a strong 
push orr. 
The entire turn is usually made at about two 
feet under the surface. As he pushes off, his arms 
are brought together extended on a line past his head. 
Be resumes his leg kick and as soon as his arms break 
the surface, his arm stroke." 
The readers attention ia directed toward the following 
in the above method of turning. First that the right arm 
motion is a sculling motion which has been eliminated in 
the author's experimental turn. The second point to note 
i/Ib1do 
g/R. J. B. K1phuth, Ibid, pp 1 s l07-112o 
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is that the push ott 1a followed by a two-arm glide. The 
exper~ental method calls for a one-arm glide--{the right 
arm alone, in this case, being extended past the head 
following the push ott.) 
1.1 
laval instruction on this sub3ect is analogous to 
Kipbnth1 s technique: 
"Turns, Backstroke. The backstroke turns are 
covered in the rules with these following specifications: 
le The swimmer mast be flat on his back when he 
contacts the wall on the approach. 
2. He must be flat on his back when he pushes 
ott from the nlle This 1a the most difficult skill 
in competitive backstroking. It is difficult because 
the swimmer is on his back with little or no vision, 
and because there are specifications that must be followed 
it disqualification is to be avoided. The two turns 
that will be covered are the !u5blJ Turp and the Spin 
Turn. The torp,er is the taster. printers use it 
almosi explusiyt1y. s the swimmer approaches the turn tor the Tumble 
Turn, the leading hand contacts the wall about ten 
inches under water. The head and shoulders drop back 
with the hand as contact is made. At the t~e of contact 
the legs are drawn up in a tuck position and the body 
starts into a somersault. But, as the feet appear to 
be going over, the body spins to the opposite side. 
This is done under water. The head must be tucked slightly 
or the turn will be too deep. As the body. spins, the 
free band helps through reverse sculling and the teet 
are planted against the wall as in a backstroke start. 
The touching hand leaves the wall and meets the other 
hand overhead. At the instant of pushoft the arms are 
extended over the head. The bead should be tucked 
slightly and the body should be stretched in the pushott. 
The kick should start as the initial pushoff momentum 
is decreasing and just prior to the approach to the surface. 
The first arm pull is done as the body surfaces. The 
single arm pull is used and the other arm should be kept 
~nited States Naval Institute 8J1mming and Div1ng, Revised 
dition prepared by the V-Five lssociation of America, Annapolis, 
Maryland,. 1950, P• 277. 
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straight and under the water and not sticking out or 
the water. The pull with the rirst arm should be rast 
in order to bring the body out without losing the 
momentum built up by the pushorr. Faults to Be Checked: 
1. Failure to snap head and shoulders back rast 
enough. 
2. Failure to tuck legs. 
3. Head is not kept in tuck position and turn is 
too deep. 
4. Legs are spread. 
5o Arching instead or stretching the back. 
6. In ability to turn with either hand." 
J./ Detailed instructions by Torney give the rollowing 
comprehensive analysis or this important competitive skill. 
It is evident that the two-arm glide method is once again 
the type ot skill being taught: 
"The flip turn tor backstroke is in almost universal 
use by. experienced competitors and is, therefore, a turn 
which all backstroke swimmers should eventually learn. 
For clarity ot description, it is here assumed that 
the right hand is the one which is to make the touch. 
As the swimmer approaches the wall he modifies the 
normal recovery or his right arm to cause his right hand 
to go to a slightly greater depth; then, delivering a 
final driving leg kick, he casts his head backward and 
downward at the same time that the palm ot his right 
hand is placed against the wall with fingers pointing 
toward the wall and in a line slightly toward his left 
shoulder. 
Toward the later stages of the somersault, and just before he places his teet against the wall, the 
swimmer performs an underwater halt-twist to his right, 
assisted by a scooping action or his left hand toward 
his head. With his body returned to back-down position 
and without spinal arch, the swimmer next returns his 
head to normal position, places his teet against the 
wall and his al'llls at rull extension in advance or his 
head, and vigorously straightens his legs to launch 
himself out ot the turn." 
i/John A. Torney Jr., Syjm1pg, JlcGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 
Bew York, 1960, pp1 s 256-258. 
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ll 
Torney outlined many discrepancies which are commonly 
found in the racing backstroke turn: 
"Faults in the performance of racing turns: 
1. Coasting into the turn; failing to continue 
the leg drive until the wall is contacted 
with the hand. 
2. Making the turn too early or too late. 
3. Raising the head and checking forward speed 
in order to see the wall. 
4. Failing to touch the wall with one hand 
(crawl stroke and backstroke) or with both 
hands (breast stroke). 
5. llaintaining an open position; failing to 
tuck tightly. 
6. Failing to Whip around sharply and vigorously. 
7. Failing to use the trailing arm in scooping 
or sculling actions. 
8. Failing to place the teet squarely and 
firmly against the wall. 
9. Failing to pause until the body is submerged 
before pushing away. 
10. Performing the push-off when the head is 
higher or lower than the feet, thus causing 
the directiOD O:f' push-off to be too sharply 
upward toward the surface or downward toward 
the bottca. 
11. Pailing to place the head between the arms 
before pushing away. 
12. Performing the push-off with the body not 
straight, with one or both arms at the side, 
with the head raised or with the toes not 
pointed. 
13. Beginning the leg kick too early or too late. 
14e Surfacing too quickly. 
15. Attempting the first arm stroke before 
surfacing. 
16. Grasping the gutter with one or both hands 
when performing a touch turn. 
17. Touching the wall, first with one hand and 
then with the other, When performing a touch 
turn. 
18. Failing to cast the head backward and to arDh 
the back when performing the backstroke flip 
j)J. A. Torney Jr., Ibid. 
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tum. 
19. Failing to master the ability to turn in either 
direction with equal efficiency.• 
In all the literature reviewed, only the writings of 
ll 
Tomey mention timing the tuming speed. This is found in 
the last of the seven steps that Torney outlines: 
11Drills tor racing turns. Proficiency in the 
performance of racing tums can be acquired only by 
repeated trials and can be maintained only by constant 
practice. Following are examples of drills Which can 
be used: 
1. Practice separately each step in the tum. 
2 •. Perform the complete turn in slow motion. 
3. Perform the turn, puSh away vigorously, 
and glide as far as possible without 
kicking. 
4. Practice wall approaches, emphasizing 
vigorous leg drive. 
5. Perform the turn in open water and without 
the help of the wall effectively combining 
tuck, spin or somersault, and hand scoop. 
6e Swim. in to the wall in company with three 
or tour other swimmers, turn and endeavor 
to be the first to reach a point 30 feet 
from the wall. 
7. Practice racing turns against a stop 
watch held by the coach. Sprint past the 
coach as he standi at a point 15 teet from 
the end wall, perform a turn against 
the wall and sprint back to starting 
point." y 
According to Gainstord the skills of backstroke 
turning and swimming in general have improved steadily and 
additional progress is expected: 
"Here are, in looking back over the past twenty 
years, some of the i.m.provements which have taken place 
i/Ibid. 
2/Ronald &ainstord, "The Future of Competitive Sw~ing", 
!tach and Pool end Sw1mm1pg, BewYork, March, 19551 P• 19. 
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in speed sw1mm1ng. 
A. Backstroke. 
1. At one tt.e the arms were bent on the 
recovery and the pull was much deeper. 
but now we use a straight arm recovery 
with a shallow pull. 
2. We developed the backstroke 1tlip1 turn 
instead or continuing to use the 1spin1 
turn." 
•I predict that someday these will be the standard 
training methods tor swimaers. 
1. 'Plip' turns will be used tor longer 
events such as the 220--440 and the 1500 
meters freestyle events. 
2. 'Plip 1 turns will be used with the 'new 
butterfly' •" 
"Many swimmers feel handicapped with the impression 
that here are the world records and people just won't 
swim that fast again. This is faulty thinking because 
it has been proved many times that the records which 
seemed impossible to break, have been broken year after 
year. 
When we are analyzing how to coach youngsters, 
we should explore the area of harder training rather 
than perfecting a minor error in the stroke. The major 
reason tor world records falling each year is due to 
better competition, which is caused primarily by more 
strenuous training methods. With this in mind the 
competitive swimmer should reel that the world records 
were set to be broken, then 1train'a so that he can 
be the one to accomplish that teat. ll . 
Gainstord concludes that existing swimming records 
will be broken in the fUture. To state that they will be 
broken by emphasis on "better training" is a matter of 
El conject~e. In view of recent developments and also tram 
an applied scientific standpoint, it seems more logical to 
conclude that progress in swimming, as in all other fields 
i/Ibid. 
J/Dr. James B. Oounsihlan, Ibicle 
of human endeavor, will be a composite evolution. This will 
include not onl7 "better training" but alao improved human 
hydrodynamics and more effective instructional techniques. 
CHAPTER II 
EIPERDIENTAL TECHNIQUES AHD PROCEDURES 
Selection ~ Katerial 
With the cooperation ot more than one hundred and 
twenty coaches and swimmers, it became possible to compile 
detailed time study into:naation. This was accomplished by 
testing and re-testing over one hundred competitive swimmers. 
Experimental time and distance data were supplemented by 
interviewing and observing the swimmer and tabulating such 
factors aa: Age, height, weight, and body build. 
Participating natators were affiliated not only with schools 
and colleges but also with community organisations such as 
the Boy 1 s Clubs ot laerica and the Young Men 1 s Christain 
Association. 
Equipnent was devised and the method ot experimenting 
was developed atter many unsatisfactory attempts. Initial 
efforts in timing swimmers consisted ot the experimenter 
actually being in the water, wearing swim tina, a snorkle 
type tace mask, an inflated support under both arm pita, 
and plastic bags covering the stop watches. This method, 
although workable, was found to be too cumbersome and 
inefficient tram both an operational and visibility 
standpoint. The most practical, convenient, and effective 
method ot timing the swimmer was developed after purchasing 
•35-
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and constructing the equipment shown in Plate 1., below: 
Plate 1. T~e and Distance Experimental Equipment--
Two Red Marking or Plumb Lines and a White 
Five-Yard Measuring Line: Note the Position 
of the Stop Watches in the Hands of the Timer 
L.& C. MAYERS CO. 
INCOIItPORA'TEO 
Ih\PORTERS OF DIAh\ONDS 
DISTRIBUTORS OF Ff.NE OIFTWARES 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 
516-520 WEST 34th STREET 
N E W Y 0 R 1<.. 1, N. Y. 
LAWRENCE S . MAYERS, JR. 
l 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Mr. William H. King, Jr. 
129 Clinton Street 
New Bedford, Mass. 
Dear Mr. King: 
March 16, 1956 
We wish to thank you for your letter of March lOth and 
your interest in our Lyceum timers. These Lyceum stop 
watches are made with the greatest of care and timed in 
several positions to insure that they will give the maximum 
of accuracy. Because they are timed so precis ely, several 
of them can be used simultaneously with no. apparent time 
variations. 
Several illustrations of these timers are enclosed, as they 
appear in our 1956 catalog. Lyceum timer• are u.ed by many 
national reuarch organization. and Iorge 
factorie• for production control. 
Sincerely, . '\ . 
~~ · 
Lawrence S. Mayers, ~ 
LSM/bb 
Figure i . utop Watch Guarantee Certiricates , ,Lyceum Timer 
Illustration, and Mechanical Information on the 
Stop Watches ~ Used in This Experimental Study 
. I 
Jljceum Watch (}ual'antee LW 
This LYCEUM WATCH is guaranteed for one year. It has been subjected 
to rigid test and careful inspection and found to be free from mechanical defects and faulry 
assembly. The watch has been timed and regulated on our electrical timing micrometer. Every 
care has been taken to insure its reaching you in perfect condition. This gt~~~rantee don not 
apply to rust or corrosion, which is due to conditions beyond our control, or to any watch 
that has been serviced or repaired elsewhere. 
L. & C. MAYERS CO. Inc., FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 
~ceum Watch (}ual'antee LW 
This LYCEUM WATCH is guaranteed for one year. It has been subjected 
to rigid test and careful inspection and found to be free from mechanical defects and faulry 
assembly. The watch has been timed and regulated on our electrical timing micrometer. Every 
care has been taken to insure its reaching you in perfect condition. This gurantee does not 
apply to rust or corrosion, which is due .co conditions beyond our control, or to any watch 
that has been serviced or repaired elsewhere. 
L. & C. MAYERS CO. Inc., FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 
.., 
§cope ,gJ:. .i;l;Lt ht!eriment 
Subjects selected were limited to two groups ot 
competitive swimmers: 
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a. P1tt7 college and adult swimmers, ages 18 and above. 
b. Fifty secODdary school swimmers, ages 17 and below. 
Exnerimantal f7ocedwe 
Swimmers were initially selected and tested on the 
standard sOJJI.ersault backstroke tum followed by the two-lll'lll 
2.1 glide. The majority of the college and adult swimmers were y 
proficient in this established standard method, therefore, 
no additional instruction was necessary. 
J/ 
Instructions were then given in the experimental 
method of perfor..ing the somersault backstroke turn followed 
bJ" a one-am glide. The experimental turn was demonstrated 
in the pool, oral directions followed, and visual presentation 
depicted the motions in the experimental turn. The attention 
of each swimmer was directed to the following two details 
of the experimental one-am glide turn, as illustrated in 
Figure 2: 
i/~erican Bational Red Cross, ~st~otor 1 s Manual Slimming 
and Diying Courses, Washington,~. ~, pp 1 s 51-57. ppendix A. 
~. J. H. Kipbnth1 Ibid, pp 1 s 107-112. 
3/R. R. Boardman, "Backstroke Sprint Turns", Boardman Revised 
~w1mm1pg Qbart, 2380 Bast Bob Hill, Salem, Oregon. 
!/Appendix B, Skill Achievsaent Score Card, J. A. Torney, Ibid. 
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COMPARISON OF THE MOTIONS INVOLVED USING TWO TYPES OF 
COMPEI'ITIVE BACKSTROKE SWIMM ING TURNS 
TWO - ARM GLIDE METHOD 
STANDARD 
FIG. 2. 
FIG. 3. 
5. 
ONE- ARM GLIDE METHOD 
EX:PERIMl!: ~ AL 
A. 
STEP B. 
STEP C • 
...,. 
STEP D. 
Figure 2. ' Visual Instruct on Competitive Baokstroke Sw1nnning 
Turnst The Two M~th~ds Include the Standard Two-A~ 
Glide .Turn and the E*perimental One-Arm Glide Turn 
I 
i/R. R. Boardman, Ibid. 
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a. The arm initially making contact with the side 
ot the pool, and used tor leverage support 
during the somersault, remains at the side 
in the push ott and the one-arm glide. 
be The trailing arm does not bend to scull. It 
remains extended, siaply turning or rolling 
over to become the leading arm in the one-al'll. 
glide following the turn. 
Atter at least ten days following the initial 
instructions, tiae and distance measurements were taken on 
the experimental one-arm glide method ot turning. This 
allowed tor a sufficient period in which to practice the 
new turning methode 
T~ips Teehpiqut 
lllhen timing the sldmmers, the timer consistently 
placed himself in a position tive-yarda from the turning 
surface ot the pool. The right hand ot the timer was nearest 
to the turning surtace, and the lett toot was customarily 
placed on the tive-yard marking linea Directly across 
the pool a second red five-yard marking line was dropped. 
'fhe experimenter used the white tive-yard measuring line in 
order to accurately drop the red marking lines. 
The position ot the stop watches in the hands of the 
timer, along with the other details described above, are 
pictured on the following page in Plate 2: 
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Plate 2. The Position of the T~er in Facing the Turning 
Surface of the Pool--Note the Left Foot on the 
. Five-Yard Marking Line and the Position of the 
Stop Watches 
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Time and distance measurements were taken on the swimmers 
for both methods of turning only after the following two 
conditions were met: 
a. Sufficient instruction and coaching were given 
so that each individual swimmer demonstrated 
by actual performance in the pool that he 
understood fully the mechanics of the two 
types of turns to be measured. 
be Adequate time was allotted for practicing each 
type ot turn, and the swimmer showed in the 
pool that he had a reasonable degree of skill 
in performing both types of turns. 
Three types ot time measurements were recorded on each 
turn the sw:1mmer made. Instructions tor timing are as 
tollowa: 
•• Start both watches simultaneously when the hand 
of the swimmer first touches the side of the 
pool. 
b. Stop the watch in the right hand when the last 
contact is made with the wall, by the teet, in 
the push ott. 
c. Stop the watch held in the lett hand when the 
swimmers hands, (or hand tor the one-arm glide), 
cross between the red five-yard marking linea. 
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d. By subtracting the reading on the right hand 
watch, (Turn Interval Time), tram the lett hand 
watch, (Overall Time), the Gliding Time ot 
tive-yards is arrived at. 
This timing procedure was repeated tive times per 
swimmer tor each type ot turn. A total ot 15 measurements 
per swimmer tor both types ot turns and a sum total ot 30 
measurements per swimmer tor the two types ot turns resulted. 
Prior to all time and distance measurements, the 
swimmers were instructed in the tact that they were to 
start their individual approach to the turn at least 10 
yards tram the turning aurtaoe. This made it possible tor 
each swimmer to attain maximum swtmming speed tor making 
the turn. Sutticient time intervals ot 2 minutes or more 
between time trials insured that none ot the swimmers became 
fatigued. The swimmers alternated with each other in 
performing the backstroke turns. 
•otign Apa1ygi• Prgeodure 
A study and analysis ot the motions used in both types 
ot competitive backstroke swimming turns was made on 
February 25, 1956, at the Park View Junior High School, 
Cranston, R. I. A 16 mm moving picture camera was placed 
1n a biology laboratory aquarium, with the lens ot the 
camera pressed tlush against the glass side ot the aquarium. 
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The aquarium serves a dual purpose not only for clarity of 
underwater camera vision but also in protecting the camera 
from the water. 
The photographer depressed or titled the aquarium to 
the desired angle or level, being careful not to allow 
water to splash in over the sides. By sighting the swimmer 
through the horizontal view finder, excellent motion pictures 
were taken of both types of swimming turns studied. 
Additional lighting was provided by two 325 watt bulbs held 
above the area in which the swimmer was photograPhed. 
The author used 100 feet of 16 mm, (30o48M), No. 389, 
Cine-Kodak, Super-XX High Speed Panchromatic Safety Film, 
manufactured by the Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, 
Hew York. From this film the best sequence of motions, 
in performing the experimental somersault backstroke turn, 
was selected and enlarged for motion analysis purposes. 
The developing and enlarging of the 16 mm pictures was 
completed at the laboratories of the United Camera Exchange 
Inc., 69 Dorrance Street, Providence, R. I. 
A convenient and workable method of underwater motion 
picture photography can be effected as shown in Plate 3., 
on the following page: 
Plate 3. The Author Demonstrates an Effective and 
Inexpensive Method of Underwater Motion 
Picture Photography--Using a Biology 
Laboratory Aquarium 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENT~ION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Stat1stica1 Proeodnrta 
In using the stop watches to take time and distance 
measurements, the elimination o~ the errors o~ stop watch 
'JJ 
timing were constantly kept ill mind by the timer along jJ 
with the other variable errors o~ measurement. The two 
hand manual method o~ t1m1ng was consistently practiced 
prior to the initial ezperiaents, At the conclusion o~ the 
study, it was noted that per~ection had not been achieved y 
in split second timing using eleotrical devices, 
No attempt was made to compute a standard deviation 
between the two groups or swimmers to be measured. The 
reasons being that one group o~ swimmers, namely the 
college and adult backstrokers, represents a conscious 
J/ 
selection o~ saapling, The second group o~ swimmers, the 
i/f, f, oureton, •Jn Analysis o~ the Brrors o~ Stop Watch 
'!"tming•, Research Quarterly, Kay, 1933, pp 1 s 94-109, 
21ie1en •· Walker, Bl!flntary Statistigal Kethods, Henry 
l'olt an4 Co,, 194:3, pp s 91-98, . 
V'frovidence Sunda.7 Journal, JUpps on F1n1 shes liar U, S, 
Sg Keet, April 1, 1956, Section II, P• 1 •. 
.i/Helen X, Walker, Ibid, 
-4:6-
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secondarr ,school age group or relatively inexperienced 
J,f :U 
aw1mlllers 11 represents more or a random s811lpling. 
Using the manual method or t1m1ng11 the t111le measurements 
tabulated in Table 1 were compiled ror the selected group 
or 50 college and adult competitive swimmers, ages 18 and 
over. The swimmer's team arriliation, age, height, weight11 
and body build were also recorded at the initial testing. 
In ~able 1., the reader's attention is directed to 
~ 
the rae t that lthil:LI8WIB,ltii'DDidDI'!!OMli3,_JRI,ltl]tl,lhocl~UOiJr:~:...Jiturnll£8*fn!lrigL,;il.lsL!C~alWl~ed!S 
icht 2 IN• !ht gporiaenta1 mt1jM4 ia tall@ tht 1 am. 
All or the initial testa were made with the swimaer using 
the standard two-ara method or turning and the date and 
place ot testing were also recorded. Instruction was given, 
at the end ot the initial testing, 1n the experimental 
one-ara method. Within a period ot tiae ot no lesa than 
10 days, the swilllaers were again tested and tiae increment 
data was compiled on the experiaental turn. All tiae 
increments are expressed 1n aeoODds and tenths per second. 
~. aritlmletie mean11 as the average time, was computed 
tor each set ot t1me measurement data per swimmer. Por 
,2/Belen •· Walker, Ibid, P• 267. 
~. J. B. Uphuth, Ibid, pp 1 s 107-112. 
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ezmaple• swt.aer Bo. 1., in !able 1., had tive ttae measurementa 
taken tor the Turn Interval using the standard two-ara glide 
turning method. Bia tiaes were recorded as 1.2, le<&, 1.3, 1.2, 
and leSe The SUIII ot these tiaes ia 6e4 which 1t divided 'b7 
(5)• the DUmber ot measures, gives an average time ot 1.3 tor 
the 'fum Interval. Using the st•nc'ard. two-ara gl14e turn, 
thereby, the sw11maer is 1D actual contact with the aide ot 
the pool le3 aeooDda, mean average t!ae. 
81a1lar o01111putation ot the aritlaetic .... as made troa 
the tive tfae tl*rements tor the two-ara Glide ot 5 Yards. 
following the standard turn. Likewise computed as the 
(Overall Ttae) !'urn Interval and J'ive-Yard Glide. 'l'hese 
latter meaaur811lenta t:Saed as oontlrmoua intervals ot tillee 
~ter 1natnctiq aw1mller Bo. 1., in the experillental 
method ot turntns, he •• retested using the experimental 
one-ara method on the date ot 12/29/55e Tiae and distance 
meaaureaenta, identical to those taken tor the standard 
two-ara method• were tabulated :tor the esperiaental one-al'll. 
method ot turning. ~ter ooaputlng the aritlDletio mean 
ll t~ea, it was possible to aake a ooaparison tor that particular 
swimmer between the standard and the experimental methods ot 
pertormtns a backstroke swimming turn: 
i/B8len x. Walker, Ibid• pp1 s 201•262. 
( 
Table 1. Comparative Time and Distance Measurements for College and Adult Swimmers--Averages for Two 
Methods of Competitive Backstroke Turning Expressed in Seconds and Tenths Per Second 
1 -
Name and 1 1 
Wt. 
. Body Testing ' Type olj Turn ~ Glide ot llliTurn Inter-Team . Age Ht. Build Site Turn Interval . . : Pive Yards : vt~ranS1ia!e 0 
1 Bonniol, 20 6' 180 edium 1~3 East Prov 2 armk~l;f1.3)#:;;.""j . . ~~~ ~#/.•././. · ,.~.Y.:l.3.i.''-
Jerry 55 H. s . 
Colgate i I 1~9 Olneyvill . Universit 55 B, c. f 1 arm I. ;;1.,1;1/.-' /./ m";.... .t<' I~ ~;I .:I~ .:2/ 
2L Buffington, 20 5 1 8 1 149 Medium 1/16 Harvard 2 armf,!7t3/-3 /.3/. . , -~/~/.~/,'/. ?-~~~' 
Peter 56 Universit 
Harvard I 1/30 Universit 6 . ~ 1 arm ' 31.3;31. J.2;t:/ 1-1/.1 /.Pl.()-
3L Carpent er, 19 6 1 2 1 220 Large 2/19 Pawtucket 2 arm ,3/.~63/.~1. ,7 ,K/.IJ ,r,? 
Alan 
University : 
. . f'j~i- - [· 1 arm r 1.1 ~II./ I.J.~9_I.l/.lj4 .~~~.;1,2?-~l~ f Florida 
4L Chapman, 19 5 1 8 1 184 edium 1/15 ~rown 2 arm ·fl./ Iii /,f/,p r..tJ /,d /"'/.11 ,? f:U ~/2f-;.. 
Alfred 
Brown 
"150 ~edi~-f:;;~~ s~:i~~- -1 l . arm J· 1 · 1 .¥". ?t~ Universi 5L Clarke, 19 5 1 1 2 arm V.f /, 3 f,~/,~ 
James 
Springfiel 
~~' - I 1 College 
6L Clayson, 20 6 1 21 210 Large 1/5 Brown I 2 
Barr 56 Univer sit 
Brown 1/19 1 arm f./1./ l.:;l.f. :l-/w,~ l7 S -~Y/.71.11.7&~-Universitv 56 
7J Conrad, 27 6 1 4" 205 Large 3/22 Yale 2 arm V.:J.t~liJ.¥-1~ .r #f i~ #r, ·'~' ~~~'"' 
Kenneth 55 Universit 
Yale 5/3 
1 ann 1/.o ,9' /.1 '·"~· (, r.T .r /.4" Universitv 55 
8l Duane, 124 15' 11'158 114edium 5/~~ M.I.T. 2 arm IJ. 7/. 'I/. dJ,{,t , , 7 I.e /. D , 'I tbr, Harry 
M.I.T. . 1/23 I 1 arm 56 
9J Faurot, 19 5 1 1 1145 Small 3/22 Yale I 2 a rm 
Charles 55 Universit 
Yale 5/3 
,I_ I·/ 1./J. /./ t, •• Universit 55 ., l a rm 
OL Felder, 19 Medium 3/21 Yale 2 arm j.l /.1/.1 t9i 
Jerry 55 Universit 
Yale 5/3 
Universit 55 larm 
(continued on next page)" 
.., 
Table 1. (continued) 
t--1 lr--B-am_e_an_d--,.-~-~. -~-Bo-dy-- Date' . Testing T-ype}1 --Tur; - :' A Glide ~~ 'J::~-.u Inter- .A 
u Team Age Ht. Wt. Bu.ild 1'estefi Site Turn Interval V Pive Yards V 'V~l andG Pive V 
.-.ot! ,G, G Yard 1ide 111 
.l.1~ Feldman, 18 5 1 10" 175 Medium 10/2P Brown 2 arm /.G'/.~Jri.-ft7 ~5'rJ.3li!J.3/~P~~Q1~3,/ai. 
I I Alan 55 Universi- ~ Brown l 12/1 ty : University : 55. 1 arm Y,Jf/..s'J.-'14'1~ t:l~l j,IJ/,/ /.'/./ {L~G"".:lf25"";1#»2i 
l2~ .Pleming, 20 5 19 11 142 Mediumb/22 Yale : 2 arm i(,f/.31.31.-Y- il ~~~/./ J~l,~ /.~ .d.U~-f~Af\):.3~ 
John 55 Universi'- , 
J • ~~~:e~s1tv l I S/~5 t y 1 1 arm V.J J,:)-f,/1.~1.1 U-1./ tOJ/ JdtJ.~~~~'"'--'~3 2t 
l-3. Gagnon , 18 5 1 7 11 1 148 Medium ;L/30 Charles-! 2 ann Jt.~/,~/.3/ .. dl/,3 ~/, P .¥,9/,d,f i ~~~;z,_-.,.j~'~ 
Paul 56 town B.C~ · .., 
!: Charles town I e/13 ' 
· Boy's Club 56 1 arm /.:J/.~/,1 t l 1./ ~I, tf ,9 ~~ ,f ,1 ,_2._ ~./ ;./.,.IJ~. 4~.~ ~~ -4--~~~~--~---+---+-----T~~-------+-----+---------_.-¥ -- . ~ 
14 Gilchr 1sts J 19 6'4" 195 Large jl/13 Wanshucl! 2 arm 1.5/.~tr;..r/.s ~ .?/.rt,..f .l)(J_,.'f:7l7J,P.~~~· 
. Robert ~ 1 96 Boy 's ~ 
: Providence • J · 2/3 Club 
' College , 56 __ 2:..a..E!!_L..3/.3t3~3t3 ~,~r:7,z.7.Z~:Aid.l).()~~?:!... 
~5 Goodman, 20 6 1 1" : 183 Large ' 12/1 ~ Providen p~ ann V,5"""J,3 .t6 /.~/.¥ tf: ,. '1 /. 4 • 7 • 7 • s- ,1 ~3~ 3 .,S':'-3;1~ ~ 
Gordon 55 Central I 
West Point 1 12/2 ~ B. C. · · 
uSMA • _ +- 5_9. ~ ____ 1~ art:A_!J __ 4~1.~/.gJ,'. ~ll,d ~r,¥.r/i' .iid./~I:J.~~,~·~ 
16 Granades, 20 5'101160 Medium _ 3/22 Yale 2 arm/,"/,,_/,/ t~/.3- ~ ~3QJ.3,f/.'{J_~l1''·f#,3l't~ 
Henry I 55 Universi I 
Yale . 5/3 ty , 
_ ... Uniyersity · 55 l __ a,!;ll ,r,9, lf_-7/,P Pj. t..~./.~1.1 /,if/.3-~ ~~1_/§__~3~'~ 
P-7 Hardin, 18 6' 163 Med ium 3/22 Yale 2 arm V, t7 j,t!/,1 ;,:/,If ~ V,~_ttJ 1./ , 9 /,;1 ~d '-~~dJ.'-e7-l~:, ~~ 
Charles · 55 Uni vers i r-- ~ 
Yale 5/3 ty 
University 55 1 ann ,1 . '! /,tl/. d,9 !_/,//;.r.9,1 ~~1J~_L!. fi.9/.7~ 
18 Hoyt, 42 6 1 190 Large 1/12 st. 2 arm 1,7/..3t-f/.l /.5 /d /f,f.Y,7,1£.!;.'f~I~:J3~ ;zj 
Norris 56 George's 
(Coach), - 2/2 Prep Soh~ IJ.JJ 1 ! / 
st.George's 58 N,....-,.-• 1 ann ~!_~/.; _ J,~/.3 ;_! ~/ /.3/,/ ;,;,;~1(:1. -"~~~~;>~3~ 
~9 Jolmson, 18 5 1 1C 1145 Medium 5/ 17 M.I.T. 2 arm r·,fJ,3/,:JJ/}/.,. ~i/.d,r,T;7,'J.e1_~/,,/~~Jl:JJfj~ 
Alan 55 
M.I.T. 1/23 • 
56 1 ann ././ /./ I. I/. 4 /, d U_ ? , 7 • fl,d , ? ,_f_ ~~ fiT/,f';liJ/, 1 ltJ. 
20 K~rl, 20 6' 165 Medium 4/5 Spring- 2 arm !'f/:J/,t/.57-t':.Z.'I.I .J /.J.J.:Jt''l{i.~~,_~n.~~l 2 . 
Jack , 55 field ~ 
i Springfield 5/26 College 11 1 h:ll~ I College 55 1 ann V.;;-t;;;,3ai~ (;_ v,/ /,/ t'-/.5'j,;~r..),3~:~77~ 
6 
I 
(~ontinued on next page) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Name and Body DatE Testing Type o~ TUrn A Glide of A Turn Inter- A 
No Team Age Ht. Wt. Build TestE ~ Site Turn Interval ·v Five Yards v val and Five v 
G l1 Yard Glide l1 
~1. Kearsley, 18 5 18" 150 Medium 12/2~ Pawtucke1 2ann l/.3/.3 1.5";,~/.5" ~ 1/,P /,4 /.d , , ,,. ~I ~3.23.:As~ ~ Bruce 5~ East H.s F-
' Colgate . 12/2E 
University 5~ lann Y,3!.'-L'-t31.3 ~.3 .~ ,r ,;-,7 .s ,z ~I :),/:).o :JJ 21 '-1 
22 Lang, 19 5 1 311 125 Small 1/30 Charles- 2 ann 1}.5"/,f /,3 J,3 L3 ~ ~~ t:J.tj.../,1 1.1 ~ ~ 7 J,t .A.s-;t '1--2 ~ ~ Larry ·- 5. town 
Charles- .- 2/13 Boy's 
~ JftJf til /.1 i .3. I~ ~I ;:~ /.1 /, ~~.(} i&_ ~5'~¥~ ~3;.3 town B.c. 5~ Club. larm ~ 
~3. Lavoie, 25 5 18 11 240 Large 11/3 Providenc e2 ann lt f I# ;.r;.l /.I ~s V, o J't7 ... 1 ... r ... 9 ~ ~"!~-'/~~~,~ ~ Anthony 51 Central ~ 
Providence 12/2. Boy's 
~3 ).3 Jd-/~i;J. ~ ,rftJ/,1} .~r ,£ .2_ 1;2/ .:l3:.~~~d ElL Central B.C 51 Club larm 
~4 Lucas, 25 5 110 1162 Medium 1/30 Charles- 2arm ~:Z/.3/.~/,3 1.9 ~_J V,; /,/ /,~h',7 itt' ~~f-.2~;3:t~: ~ Richard 56 town ~ F-Charles- 2/13 Boy' 8 /,J /, :J-1.~1./ /,/ V,tJ .9 /,() /,d /,/ ~I~~~~~:,!) 2L town B. c. 56 Club larm u /,I. 
~5 Lynch, 20 5 1 8 11 180 Medium 1/24 S01ath 2arm tJJ.,/,/ t ' J.IJ ~ , ? 1.1 , 9/., .1 (L! ~~~3~&'~~1,1 ~ Joseph 56 Boston 
So. Boston . 2/7 Boy's 
V./ /,/ /,j 1./ 1./ 1£ Boy's Club 56 Club larm 1,, ~r(,d ~,, ,,__ ~ l;,4/. '/ ;.1 ~I).~ ~4 
_26 Madden, 20 5 17" 155 Medium 12/3 Providenc e2 arm /.J J,l !-'-/.! tl V.l . 9 ,f /,() 1.3t/ ~ ~t>d,t)~.,~~~-~1 ~ Neil 55 Central foo-o-
I Holy Cross 12/2~ Boy's I( p ·9 /,/ /.d /.~ ~I) lt.IJ /,tJ t 6 /.J,' ~ ~dJJ~I~~'' ~ 55 Club larm 
r Marchina, . 18 5
17" 150 Medium 1/24 Brockton 2arm V, 3;, 'f/.~1. I J,'f ~J v.,;.o ;.() t~ .t ~ ~~.23-'3~, ~ James 56 YMCA ~ 
Brookton, 2/7 larm. IJ,j /.J }./ Jj J.~ I,/ ~,,,, i.tll /,~ /.j_ ~j;l,::l~;a~~ !2~! 'YMCA 56 
~8 Macky, . 18 6' 175 Medium 1/16 Harvard 2arm ~  /.3 ;,;p. ;,:;;. ;, I (2 ,r,9 .r,? ,9. ~ ~().2~~ ,, ~~ ~ 
·i 
Peter 56 Universi-
Harvard . . 1/30 ty 
/./ j.~ J,d j,IJ j,/ ~~ · Universitv E6 larm ~ ~?,'J, ,1.d ~d~f 1/1~'12.~ ~~ ~ 
eg Munhall, 21 5•gn 155 Meditml 3/21 Yale 2ann Ll ;j ;,o ,f , r ~ V./J.~d fil .£3 ~ 2~~t>..;l,l ~~ ~ Edgar 55 Universi-Yale 
. . . 5/3 ty ~~:2 ~I ;,/ :),J 
! University 5.5 larm llcP • 9 ,y-,¥J,tJ ,'J V.d ;(31.3 /.3 1./ ~~ ~J 
,30 NovaJE, 26 6 14 11 185 Large 3/22 New Havei 1 2 arm V,3 J,/ t31.3t' ~ /,/ t3 J, ),,. /.I !&.! ~~,.:t~;t.32~..3 ~ John I New Haven, 55 Conn. 15/3 YMCA . -Conn. YMCA • • 1 arm V.; /,1}' /,IJ ,ff,/~V~ /,0 q /.4 .?k:! ~/ ,21~ /.9;1..d~ 55 
(aontin~ed on next page) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
1 
~o, Name and Team 
31~ Page, 
David 
Brown 
University 
32• Pelletier, 
Robert 
M.I.T. 
·•33 Prata, 
Joseph 
Wanahuok 
Boy's Club 
134~ Radbill, 
John 
M. I. T. 
135~ Ringer, 
Louis 
Springfield · 
College 
,, 
Age Ht. 
Body l Date I Testing I Type o~ Turn ( Al Glide ot I AlTum Inter- J ~ 
Wt. I Build 1l'este~ Site Turn I Interval . I ! Five Yards X vi!rf1~1~l!t!f G 
18 6 1 1183 !Medium p.o/20 Brown 'r 1 2 arm V,s-'1.51.5'"/.i'l.~ ~f itJ/,tJ /..t'j,d~f-~~"f~ L 55 Universit 
~1/10 
55 1 ann .~/3/,3 t~ 1.1 /.'{;-/,IJ /,4 /. ;; l3.;1.r-23~ 
27 16'2" 1181 Medium 5/17I M.I.T. 2 arm .~J,§"Z:J/."fi3 , ,7 ,7 ~ ,r ~ ~ r;~~Y~I J 
55 
1/23 
561 ll arm IJ.y J4,:),1,.;J/.3J. .3k.31,7 .. ~ .. sr ~_,/1,2bl~":l4 .(f.2b4 
27 15' lO'fl65 !Medium 1/13 Wanshuck~2 arm v.~ ,f /,/ /.(}/.~ ·1·9 /,() ,f ,~,/ J,f"~./ /.~~~ 
56 Boy' e Cl 
2/3 Providenc 
56 R. I. 1 arm IJ.;;., l.!l.lj,~_A.7 ,1,7 ,f/ .~,/ti.?;,!;,¥.-',4!.1k_t 
23 15'11~164 !Medium I 5/17 IM.I.T. 
55 
1/23 
h~ 
21 15 1111169 ~edium 14/5 Spring-
55 field · 
5/26 College 
55 
2 ana ilf"t1")/dj~J.)J..)J.3t,.l~..3~~,~~~..3 
1 arm Y.i"'~TJ,~~fi.,!,~Jtll ,t"tJJ,Ibb~~~c1m-
2 arm ·ll.' /.Y"tr.i~,~.'l .9 /.I ,f, 9Jb~7~.9'~¥G'~ 
larm ~ ~ Jc;l /.;l/4/./k3it4t I· 4/,' I. ;t~JI~s-.;:7.)1,7; .:u'.2At.._ 
i36l Roesel, ~ 20 6' ~40 r edium l0/20 Brown 
William 55 Universit 
Brown · 1/10 1 arm Un1vers1tv I F\F\ I ~.?/.~/~t.3.1..~d/.~/.~.lr.tstl~~r;nno~ .. t 
~,d ;,t /.?/,? !,3 kzl!,! 1.7 /.7 ~~ ~~/3,3.3,3.3..s-.!',~ 2arm 
!37l Sauter, 19 6' 95 rge 10/2 Brown l2 arm V.J~.3/,.r/,; ,1,3kJI,1 /,/ l,t'i3/,;l~~~f~f~-4!z 
Richard 55 Universit 
Brown · 11/1 
Universit 55 1 arm . / /,j 1.;-;.tJ /. IJ ./ .11.0 f,d/~, 
38 Shaw, '8" 160 1/30 Charles- 2 arm .3 t:J.i3/,3/.3 'J /,tJ , 9, f , 
Phillip 56 town 
Charles- 12/1 Boy 1 s 
larm town B. C. 56 Club 
139 J Sherman, 
Douglas 
Yale 
University 
14o~ Silvia, 
Charles 
18 
42 
(Coach) SprJ..ng-
.t'ield Colleke 
6 1 4"1 178 I Medium l3/22 
55 
5/3 
55 
6'2"1 215 I Large 14/5 
55 
5/65 
Yale ~ arm 
UniversiV 
Spring-
field 
College 
larm 
2arm 
larm 
~o td /.tJ I.IJ .9~.~ ttJJ,O/.IJ ~9~dd..l1~ot71~J 
v,; 1.1 ~.~ ~.~~.~~ ;.J :)./ ~;. , 
, t) At; ~I :J,IJ t 
~~~~~~~~~~~-
W:Jf:J~3;l, 
(.contin,ued on next page) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
!Ro 
llame and 
Team 
' I 1 Body Date! Testing I Type o: -Turn A Glide<-~t A Turn IntJr-
Age Ht. Wt. Build !rested Site <- : Turn ~ Inte_rva1 _ X Pive Yard V v~!rd"'1uk! 
41. &tithers I 18 5 1 6 11 124 Small ,5/17 M. I. 'f. 2" arm j.:3J,/j,:JJ,9/./ . ;; /,tJj,tJ ,9 ,? tJ f"'I~~:J~·~ 
Virginia 55 I 
Whitinsville 1/23 j a, 1
1 
~. f J .. 
Comm. Assoo. 56 . 1 arm /,/ J,j tcJJ,j /.! V:/v¢ /,/ /,/ f,~ ,7~~ ~,,,,,3~/ ~~~ 
'42. Sodickson, 18 15'10'1180 Mediunt5/17 , M . I. T. . 2 arm ;.~/,~JJI.5'j,.Au..f,7.7,? ,f ,<if,c:-1..,,:,~)~¥.~~.,.! 
• Leslie 55 · · · -~ 11 ~ 
. K. I. T. 1 • .1/23 ~ D. _J .A ~ 
, 56 . 1 arm /,4-~.57.3J,,P/,.3Y,¥i,7,7 ,7,7 r¥1'7Pf/~;~~.'-/~~.~ 43~ Sweeney, 1 21 16'2" 180 Medi~/13 Wanshuok • 2 arm ,_,_~,/~~~lf~J1 .J,r,? ,-lf/.1 LIJ&$~~~~13r~ 
William 56 . Boy t s Cl~ . 7~ ' 
Providence • • 2/3 Providence . 
College • 1 56 R. I. , 1 arm .1.1'""1-i/.~u-~~Q,<~ /,1/J ~IJ .. ~k4b.i'"'cV:~1'~~ 
'-44 1 Taggert, t 18 6 1 1 11 15S MediUlDll0/20 Brown . 2 arm J,5fi~/,3;,rt7L-rf~/l.tJ ,u .,f,toll Aa..,lJf~~f:Z~ 
Robert l I 55 University ~· ~ · 
Brown . 1 • b..2/l 
University 55. 1 arm fl./ 1.4/~I.S'*/. .r.r., .7/,1. .f;, "-'/).'~ ~ 
Von Heizen 24 6 1 4
11 
185 Medi1.UDI4/12 Harvard 2 arm /,3J,I /.3J.IIh ,'J /,# J,/ /.3.? ,6 '~/.J.3~3 
Richard 55 University : ' ' 
Harvard ~ , p/17 
University 55 1 1 arm ./ /.~/,/ /,'j,' 1 y,y;,~ ,f ,9, ,?J,r~/.~9., 
46 i Watmough Jr.25 5 1 10' 195 Large 3.1/10 Brown 2 arm f~/,31,3/..,/,. '/ t3L:J././, ;; ~jf~fl, ~ 
JosePh I 1 551 University 1 
Brown 1 ~ • ;1..2/1 . . ! _, 
University 55 I ~arm !/;/ I, , /,1), ? *~ .4/,IJ/.4~?/, II ./~/,',(f), .t. 
7 Weymouth I 19 92 Large 3/22 Yale . 2 arm J.5"j,'f/,5f.;/., *~/,~j,:Jj,5h 7~,:17~7~ ~ 
Phillip 1 551 Universitr 
t Yale , · · ·I · 6/3 · · 1 1, , ,.J, · 
, University , , 55 1 arm ,f 1./ J~t3/,lr!i},J/-/,/ /!3J,j.j~;JR3~~~~.3 
48 + Whitman, 20 1 11" 80 Mediumll/15 Brown * 2 arm 11,3/,ft:Z /,3/,"f3f.! /,/ 1./ /-f L-:.11' kJfU":l3~f~ A-.d 
Gene I 1 55 Universi r· ~ ~~ 
Brown • ~ • :J.l/29 tj 
Universit 55 1 1 arm Y," U /-t>l.ll./fi /.4 / .el /.4 /. • 4::U :1.1 :U '-1 ~ 
· 149 Wood, . 1 11" 155 Mf>dium 4/5 Springf'ie d 2 arm v- ~j,r,l,t/.f /.~ .3J.3t3iJ/.3 " 7t1fl?:Z73 
Jerry 55 allege 
' ' ~iingtie1 . ~- • 5/2~ I 1 arm 3 '/.t;;.;/.:J/.. !.3/./ A~3l. 3~¥~~ 
21 6 1 160 Medium /5 Springf'ie d 2 arm .3/,/.~/,~/.3 .J~;r.:l~~..,~ 
55 . -T· 
•· . ' • . /26 College r . . ,u ·~· . L r~o ,. . 1 .. L...J~ ~-...!..-----I"----'- ...__ _ __.___;;.,;55~ . -L2:-~rm ':/_/.:J./,1 1,.~./--'fLJ!r~d ~'?_1_4 ,[/ty~~/,l~IJK~ 
"*' 
.. 
~ three time intervals timed in both Tables 1., and 2., 
are as follows: 
a. Turn interval time or the t1me the swimmer 1a 
actually in contact with the side ot the pool. 
b. Gliding times tor the distance ot five-yards. 
This is the t1me between the last contact with 
the side ot the pool in the push ott until the 
leadins hand ot the swimmer crosses between the 
two red five-yard marking or plumb lines. 
c. Turn interval and the five-yard glide measured as 
a continuous interval. This is the time tra 
the instant the swimmer's hand touches the side 
ot the pool until the leading hand passes between 
the t1ve-7ard markers. 
Positive Bypoth8sta Test&d 
The hypotheses tested 1n this study were as tollowa: 
a. That the somersault turn followed by the one-arm 
glide is taster than the somersault turn 
followed b.f the two-arm glide. Two reasons 
were advanced tor this premise: 
le B11minat1on ot two arm motions and the t1me 
that it takes to complete these motions. One 
motion being the movement ot the arm, which 
first oontacts the aide ot the pool and then 
provides leverage support tor the somersault 
55 
turn, being placed overhead tor the two-arm 
glide. ~e second motion being the bending 
ot the trailing arm and the eubsequent 
sculling action of this arm. 
2. El1m1Dation of the water resistance caused 
'b7 the action of the leverage arm moving 
frCIIl the aide of the pool, through the water 
and then extending beyond the head tor the 
two-arm glide. Also elimination of the water 
resistance caused 'b7 the movements ot the 
trailing arm as described in 1., above. 
b. That the glide which follows each of these two 
types of turns may be slightly taster with a 
two-~ glide because significant water 
resistance may be caused by the shoulder of the 
arm which has not been extended on the one-lll'lll 
glide. 
o. 'that the baolr:stro'll:e sClllllersault turn followed 
by the one-arm glide is, overall, the taster 
maneuver to use in competitive backstroke 
sw1•1ng. This ma7 be true because the gain 
in tme saved on the turn proper, as described 
1D paragraph (a.) may more than offset the 
slight dela7 1n gliding which is described 
1n paragraph (b.) • 
56 
Tabg1atiog gt ~ 
In order to prove or disprove the positive hypotheses; 
data were campiled on two groups ot 81fblmers. The first 
group, in Table 1., consisted or a control or selected 
group or 50 college and adult swimmers. Th87 were selected 
because ot their competitive backstroke swimming experience. 
These swimmers bad been previously taught the standard 
two-a~ glide method of perforaing a caapetitive backstroke 
swimming turn. 
ll&J~7 of the swimmers tested in Table 1., were dubious 
and reluctant in considering the experimental one-a~ glide 
method. Prior to testing, all ot the competitors practiced 
and mastered the skills involved 1n perfo~ing the 
experimental method. The acceptable level ot ability was 
ll 
designated as average. Time and distance measurements 
resulting from their efforts and related personal data 
were presented in Table 1. 
The second group of swimmers tested consisted of an 
experimental group of 50 secondary school age swimmers, 
ages 17 and under. This group had varying degrees ot 
turning skill in perfol'llling the standard two-arm glide 
method. Th6,f were, .generally speaking, very receptive to 
instruction and toward the experimental method. As a result 
many ot the swimmers made considerable improvement in their 
iflppendix B. 
57 
efficiency ot turning and in numerous cases the overall 
swimming t~e taproved. The taster t~es were recorded 
when using the exper~ental one-a~ glide method. This 
was noted by keeping in close contact with the competitive 
backstroke swimmers ot the Providence, Rhode Island area 
during the 1955-56 inters~olastic swimming season. 
The procedure used in compiling, tabulating, and 
computing the data in Table 2., is identical with Table 1. 
Por example, swimmer Bo. 1., in ~able 2., had tive t~e 
measurements taken tor the Turn Interval using the standard 
two-a~ glide turning method. The t~es were recorded as 
1.7, 1.6, 1.5, 1.8, and 1.6. The sum is a.2 seconds, whi~ 
divided b7 51 the number ot scores, gives an average t~e 
ot 1.6 tor the Turn Interval. Using the standard two-a~ 
turn, therefore, the swimmer is in contact with the side 
ot the pool 1.6 secollds, •an average t~e. 
S~lar cCIIlputation of the aritlmletio mean was made 
from the tive t~e increments tor the two-arm glide ot five 
,-ards following the standard turn. Likewise computed was 
the (Overall 'ftae) Turn Interval and Five-Yard Glide. 
These latter measurements being t~ed as conttanous intervals. 
After instructing swimmer Bo. 1., relative to the 
e~er~ental method ot turning, this swimmer was retested 
using the e~er~ental one-arm method. The retest was given 
on the date of 12/15/55. Ttae and distance measurements, 
identical to those taken tor the standard two-arm method, 
were tabulated tor the experimental one-arm method of 
JJ 
turning. After computing the aritbmetic mean times, it 
was possible to make a comparison tor that particular swimmer 
between the standard and the eXperimental aethods of 
performing a backstroke swimming turn. 
The secondiU'1 school age swimmers 1n 'fable 2., were 
distinotlT different traa the older and more experienced 
swimmers presented 1n 'fable 1., 1n that thq expressed 
leas ot a rued prererenoe toward the standard two-arm 
glide aethod or turning. In other words, the 7ounger 
swimmers were generallT more receptive toward the instructions 
relative to the expermental aethod. ThST also appeared 
to be more anxious to practice the new turn. Tiae and 
distance aeasur .. enta, expressed 1n seconds and tenths per 
seoond, are presented 1n 'fable 2. The use or the word 
averages (AVG.) should be interpreted to denote the mean 
average time: 
i)i. •• Walker, Ibid. 
Table 2. Comparative Time and Distance Measurements for Secondary School Age Swimmers--Averages for Two 
Methods of Competitive Backstroke Turning Expressed in Seconds and Tenths Per Second 
No• 
Name and 1 j [ &dy Date T~sting TType otT - Turn 
Te~ Age Bt. Wt. Build ~ested Site Turn Interval 
2. Adams, J l6 5' 11 '' 167 Medium 12/22 Park View 
John 55 Jr. H. s. 
i~E:t~~· s. I -l I --· ~~~~- i~a~~ton_', 
3. Bennett, 16 6 11" 162 Medium 10/27 Providenc 
I Eric 55 Central 
LaSalle 1 f 1 1/26 Boy's 
Academ ·-- ...,5.6 ... C.lub • • 
4. Bileau, 14 5 1 2" 121 ,Medium 10/27 Providenc 
Phyllis 55 Central 
Prov. Cent. 1 ~ 1 12/23 Boy·' s 
B. C. ' -----:5 §.. Qlub 
5eBoylan 16 '5 1 8" 140 Medium 11/5 East 
David ' · - 55 Providenc 
East Provi- I ., I I · 11/24 H. s. 
dence B.S. ~--.- •-· __ "' -~-- .?.5. __ ----- _ . . 
6.Briggs, Jr., 16 
Edward 
Pawtucket 1 
East H. s. 
7.Briggs, 14 
William 
St. George's 
Newport.R.I. 
1 8-t Cain, I 15 Frank 
Providence 
East B. S 
5 1 9 11 ' 148 Medium 12/8 Pawtucket 
5 16" 
55 -East B.s. 
12/22 
55 
130 Medium 1/12 st. 
56 George 1 s 1 
2/2 Newport, 
56 R. I. 
145 Medium 11/3 _East 
55 Providenc 
11/23H. s. 
9. Cassidy, I 15 5 1 8 11 140 Medium 12/1 Pawtucket 
Ernie 
St. Raphael' 
Pawtucket 
15 ~ 1 1" : 162 
I I I 
55~Boy' s C1u 
12/1o 
55 
arm 
larm 
2arm 
2arm 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1arm 
,t) I. 3 ;,; I. 0/. tJ .,, 
-.~/3 1-fl.f/. 
1.1 /, f). ~ 3_1. ~/rJW. 
,3'/-f/.'fj.f,. 
. -¥1, I /, 31. ~ /. -· .4 /.~/./ /.j /. 
;.~.~d;l '-'--· 
~~~~.;t;~~~ 
..~ ,,~;)::J,;;::l 
.... - -· 
~-7 J.6 ?-Fd-?3.. 
·f ~3/.3~f/-3 .~:J.J,I;, 7;, .. .. , 
.3t~ /.s-,t_JL/,~ 
"A/ ..t.tv. -~ /." /. .;1 /." /. .:tl.~ 
/.I /,3/.;,. /./ L;t:'f. 
,1/,'!/,f/,f~ . ) 
,~ ?:J.t~t, 
.• , rJ3;).¥:u-:J~2 
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Table 2. (continued) 
No. 
Name and 
Team H 
------- --· - r ~ . -
Body Date Testing i Type of' Turn 
_ t. wt. ' Build Tested Site l Turn P. Interval 
11. Curtis, 16 5 1 10~ 170 Kedium 11/4 Providenct 2 arm -~/.7 tlj,~ /, 
Kenneth 55 Bast B.s. 
Providence i j ll/2~ 
East H. S- . 
12. Dearington, l l6 
Cecil I st. George' 
6' 155i Medium l l/12St. Georg.'a 
56 Newport, 
I 2/2 R. I. 
~3. Devlin, 15 5 1 4" 145jKedium! 1/30 Charles-
· Harold : 56 town Charles-
i 1 2/13 Boy's town B. c. 55 Club 
Dupont, 16 6' 130 &tall 1/5 st. William 56 George's I 
. st. George I~ ~ 2/2 Newport, 
' Newport, R •• 
• 56 R. I. 
5l Field, )16 5 111' 120 &tall ~2/9 Pawtucketi 2 JGseph ' 55 West H. s;. I Pawtucket ~2/29 West H. s. ' 55 
. 
6 ~Fontaine, 16 5 17" 130 Medium : 1/5 Olneyvill Gerald : 56 Boy' 8 i Olneyville l 2/3 Club I 
i Boy's Club l 56 ProvidencJ.. 1 arm 
r 
5 1 6" 7~ Franklin, 17 132 Medium 
Alice 
Providence 
Central B.C 
Gagnon, fl6 16' 1140 !Medium 
Richard 
Pawtucket 
East B. s. 
Galvin, IJ:4 (5 1 5" I 120 !Medium 
John 
Olneyville 
~~lub 
12olGilman, 
Jean 
Boston Metr 
Swim Club 
5 1 5" 1124 l&tall 
. 
Olneyvill 
Boy's 
Club 
Providenchl 
I. T. 12 arm 
larm 
(·cont irtued on next page) 
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Table 2. (continued) 
I 
I ' Name and I 
--- T- ~ . . A Glide of A Turn Inter- A 
Team 
Body Date Testing Type o Turn v X val and FivE v No. Age Ht. wt. · Build' este~ Site Turn Interval G Five Yards I-Yard Glide G 
ILO /27rrov1dencei 2 arm li.Jf /,3 /, r;;.f.;# - -21,. Goldman, 15 5 11" 109 &all ~ ~.r-,;r;,7 tS'/.9. ~ ~;.~/ ~~'! ), ~~ ~ 
I Joan 
5EPentral 
Providence I 12/29IBoy1 s 1 . ~' /,,3/,S'J,¥t6/J ~ ~.t~:lt~ ~~ Central B.C fif blnh 1 arm /, 3/,( J,'j, d /,d 
22~ Goldstein, 16 5 17" 1120 Small 1/2~ Brockton 2arm ~ 3 t3 t SZ.3/.s-~ ~//-/.ll;if ~~ l(s ~7~9' ~, ;lf3) ~ 
· David 
j 5€ ~ • YMCA 
! Brockton, 2/7 
' 1/,~/,3/.3/,0/3 ~ ~6/.>/.~/.'1~ ~ :J.r:;,r~9 ~;,J az I B. s. 5~ larm 
1~;1/,3/.d- /,3/.3 
- - . . :... 
23r Hamlin, 14 5 1 5" 130 Medium 10/2' Pr ovidenc ~ 2 arm ~ ~3 ;,3 ;,3 e 1.3 ~ !1s-:!l.:? s-;,td-6 ~ 
· Ellen 5 Centr.al 
Providence . 1/6 Boy 's 
Central B.C !=ii Cl 1~h 1 arm j, / /,j /,"/,1 /,/ VJ_ il,.}/.~ j.~/,~J/ ~~~ ~¥.;]~~.3 ;I~ ~ ~ 
~4 Barrington 15 5 1 8" 135 ~11edium 12/1 Pawtucket 2 arm ltr~, r/.F/,FJ~ ~ ~7tT/,Ytrz~ la t3..5:1..13~ 3.&3.h ~ 
Peter I 55 Boy's 
. 
St. Raphae I ~2/15 Club 1 arm ~6/.s-/.57. W,6· ~ ~~~2~~/,'L~ vi ~~~~93./~; ~ Pawtucket -=;.c:; ~5 Hayes, 15 . 5 1 7fl 138 1Medium 1/24 South 2 arm /,7!.¥1·ft5L5: ~ IJ,J tl /.tJ ,? t s ~ ~ y,:Jf!Jf :l.y.M James 
So. Boston 56 Boston 
Boy's Club 2/7 Boy's 1_~ ~t~/,~ l~/,3i411 II:. 1(4 /,IJ /,/ /,/ tl ~ ~~~f_?3~A3 ~d fig Clnh ~ 
~6 Johnstron, 16 5 1 1011 180 Medium 11.2/22 Park View 2 arm ~Jfi?J/,.fi¥/,1 ~ ~f£13/+/3/,; ~ ~n7~n7» ~ William 55 Jr. H. s. . . 
Cranston, 2/16 Cranston, ! . ~ VI;,:;.;,; /.4 ~~ Vd. ~.,., ~--3.,~ , 4IJ ~ R.I., B.S. 56 R- I- 1 arm /. () !:1 I./ f. I tl 
~7 Lally, 15 5 17" 144 Medium 1/24 Roxbury 2 arm y.s-t3L~/.'I-/.3 ~ ~/ /,~ "' ~;,.. #IJ .l~ ~L~~~i6. ~ ...... 
Robert 56 Boy's 
Roxbury 2/7 Club 1 arm 11;3/.3J3/~t3 ~ It,/ /,/ /./ tl /,/ ~ ~~~~~~~~ loft • Bn"'t" I • h1 nh 56 = ___ _......_,.._-~8 Maguire, 12 5 15" 115 &nall 1/30 Charles- 2 arm k7/,~/,YZ¥2? Jl /,7~'-~l ~I~~ ~ ~4'W3?~~' ~ 
Thomas 56 town 
Charles- 2/13 Boy's l/.3t.s-ts/.s-.t~ ~~ 'r/,7L7~7 ~' ~, I;M~:9:;a~,~~ l:r~ town B.C 56 C1ub larm 
~9 McCormack, 15 15 16" 145 Medium 12/1 2arm ~ Yl·fJ.:J./.1:1.~ ~.d 1/S'J,_r/. 57, '7 J, 3 ~"" ~¥37~.3 ~ Pawtucket Charles -- .:-. 55 Boy's 
i 
St. RaphaeJ 2/15 Club ., larm ~ ~11&1.3/,; ~ ~lf_/,Jf. ~ ,!~' ~ ~73.,~1~7~J. ~ Pawtucket ... ~ 
-· - // i/ /,3 /.; -,, 30 McGarry, 16 ~ 1 11" 170 .edium 10/2' Providenc e2 arm ~ II,~ ,, /.() ,? t/ ~ ~~33.1tJ2tJ ~ 
Neale 111r~ Central LaSalle . . ., 4 ' Boy's ,~,1 ,r,, ,, 'tr~ V,y,~/.f~"/.' Ac.adAmv ~ 111 ,,h larm ~0 L/ /,/ /.1 il /,_i_ ~ 
,. 
( cont.inued on next page) 
Table 2. (continued) 
r-r Name and I I I j Body I Date ' Testing I Type o 
No. Team Age Ht • . Wt. Build Tested Site Turn 
Turn 
Interval 
3l.Mcinnis, 16 l 5 1llr l63 1Medium 11/4 . Providendel arm William I •5 East 
ia~~i~~n~~ I 11/~ ~!eol ,,., ,,, ,.. -, -- ~ . 
~ - -
1
32. Moody, 16 6' 185 Large 12/1 Brown 
Louis 55 Uni versi ~Y 
lloses Bro ,. 1/6 
Academy 56 
-- _.....,__ --~-
33. Nicholson, I 16 5' 5"1 130 I Small 
Linda 
Boston Met~l• 
Swim Club 
Z4. Prior, I 16 5 1 llrl84 
Jerry 
LaSalle 
Academy 
51 Ragsdale, 
John 
Moses Bro 
Aoadem 
6 Read, I 17 J6 12" 1160 !Medium 
William 
Pawtucket 
Pawtucke 
West 
High 
lann 
~7 Wes_t Jl1 S. l 1 _ 1 1 1 5 t21 SChool 1 i . - ,. Riley, I 17 15'4" 1135 !Small 
Richard 
Pawtucket 
Bov' s Club 
38J Riley, I 17 16 1 2" 1160 !Medium 
William 
Pawtucket 
East B. s. 
9J Santos, I 15 (5 14" 1118 ):hall 
Alf'red 
Pawtucket 
West B. S 
o J Savoie, 1 15 16'1" P,95 pArge 
Charles 
Olney-ville 
Bov 1 a Club 
Pawtucke 
Boy's 
Club 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Name and 1 I I Body Date Testing f Type o1 Turn l~ Glide o~Turn Inter-Nol. Team Age 1 Ht. wt. Build ~estetl ·Site Turn Interv~l V · Five Yards ~ v~!rd~lla! 
Sepe, 1 17 5 1J" 130 Medium 10/2': Pro~i:- 2 arm . rtf/.~-/.~/. .G_ .s-JS'/J"'/-1 t ~ :l,.~d $/3. 
Rose 5 
Providence · 12/2 
Central B.c. 5 
42! Stallwood, ll 5 19" 145 Medium jl2/9 Pawtucke 
Burton 1 5!5 Bast 
Pawtucket I 12/2~ Bigh 
Bast B. s. 5~ School I 1 arm ~;If./ J.3,t;lj.w._,_9 io ,J, 
43 L Theberge, 17 5'7 111142 Medium 12/1 Pawtucke~ 2 arm .Yd.lif/1.'/j, .3"/.8"~~1.(/.1 
William 55 Boy's 
St. Raphael t 12/1 ~ Club 1 Pawtucket 55 L 1 a~ --t.~/.f/..;I,U-/.~t.tr.I.._:,.I.P.Iu/37;..>~73 
,44L Turicchi, 17 5 1111 170 Medium 12/1 Pawtucket 2 arm ,~"7/s-13/,3/,3 ,/ /,.,_/,/ ;:;;.M t~J,'I-.27~~ Thomas L l 5~ Boy' e St. Raphael 12/1 . Club Pawtucket . 5 
1
4sr White, 16 5 1101140 Medium 1/24 ' South · 2 
Donald : se Boston 
South I · 1 2/7 Boy' e 1 Boston a.c 56 Club __ 1 arm {¥.lf/.t,.lj't"3"' •7 ,U ,f -~~.Y.).¥.:!3.:! 
White, 17 5 1 101145 1Medium P-2/~- Pawtucke~ 2 arm r,t, l,~)f;,t J,7, • 7/f/.r/.fJ. . 3~'.!t'3.b~/ 
Willis 
. 
Pawtucket 
West B. s. 
5 1 B" j 150 1118dium t2/~ ~ Pa~c~e~ Wilcox, 17 Charles , I 5 East 
Pawtucket . I 2/2 High 
Bast B. S 
Woolley, I 16 ls •a" 1160 Jack 
Pawtucket 
West B. s. 
Worrell, I 16 Is '4" 1130 
Judy 
Providence oJ.&::.f &::.17 &JV:f"CS I.~ /.~!d /.J/.1 J,J ~,, ~~/ ~I Central B.( • _55 Club larm • 
Zechello, 15 5 1 9" 165 Medium l/24 South 
0' 
lt7 ~'1~/,TJ ,3~0~~ 2 arm , 
Ronald 
So. Boston 
Bov 1 s Club I I I l I 56I Olub I 1 
~ . ~ 
'. .. ~ 
-
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ReliabilitY ~ Chick 
In order to check the reliability of the timing method 
used in conducting the turn experiments, reliability time 
checks were made with the aid of three swimming coaches. 
'fhe purpose or· the time checks was to prove or disprove 
the fact that other individuals, when properly trained 
and using the same method of t1m1ng, could achieve approximately 
the same results. 
Using identical methods of timing, it was found that 
there were no comparative differences between the timer's 
mean average time compilations and the mean average time 
increments tablllated by the coaches doing the checking. 
Testing results from these experiments are compiled in 
J./ 
Table 9. 
The coefficient of correlation .999 indicates a near 
perfect correlation between the individual times obtained 
~ the author and the coaches doing the checking. 
Statistioal Significango--Ogptrol GrOUP 
On the basis of data tabulated 1n Table 1., for 50 
college and adult sw~ers, the standard and experimental 
methods of turning are analyzed in Tables 3 to 5 inclusive: 
iJlppendix d • 
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Table 3. Comparison of the Turn Interval Time Measurements 
for 50 College and Adult Swimmers--Using the 
:Standard Two-Arm Glide Method and the Bxper:1mental 
One-Arm Glide Method 
Method l'i Mean s.B. s.D. Ml-M2z> s.B. C.ll. Used Mean 1ft. Ditt. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 '1 8 
Std. 50 1.3'16 .0322 .228 .216 .0288 '1.5 
Two-Arm 
Gl14e 
lletho4 
:ixpere 50 lel6 .02503 .1 '7'7 .216 .0288 '1.5 
One-Arm 
Glide 
Method 
~able 3 presents the results of the tests tor the turn 
interval. The mean score for the standard turn is 1.3'16 
seconds as compared with 1.16 seconds for the experimental 
method. fhe difference of .216 second in favor of the 
experimental method yields a critical ratio of '1.5. The 
difference can be interpreted to be statistically 
significant at the 1% level. 
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Table 4. Comparison o~ the Five-Yard Glide Time Measurements 
~or 50 College and Adult Swimmers--Using the 
Standard 'fwo-Arm Glide Method and the Jb;perimental 
One-Am Glide lletbod 
Method 11 llean s.:a:. s.n. lll-112n s.:a:. C.Re Used Mean u~. nur. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Std. 50 1.018 .0234 .166 .042 .0226 le41 
'fwo-Arla 
Glide 
llethod 
hper. 50 .976 .022 .155 .042 .0226 1.41 
One-Am 
Glide 
Method 
In Table 4., the ~ive-yard glide times ~or the experimental 
method show a mean o~ .976 second as compared to 1.018 eeconds 
~or the standard method. The small di~ference or .042 second 
is again 1n ~avor o~ the experimental one-arm glide methode 
The critical ratio 1.41 is not statistically signUicant. 
Such a difference 1s due to chance 16 out o~ 100 times. 
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Table 5. Comparison ot the 'fum Interval and Pive-Yard 
Glide T:!me Measursents tor 50 College and Adult 
Swimmers--Using the Standard Two-Arm Glide and the 
~er:haental One-Arm Glide Method 
Method • Mean s.:s. S.D. Ml-M2n s.:s. c.R. Used Mean itt. Dirt. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Stde 50 2.394 .042 .295 .258 .037 6.97 
'fwo-Am 
Glide 
Method 
~er. 50 
One-Am 
2.136 .033 .234 .258 .037 6.97 
Glide 
Method 
In Table 5., a comparison ot the two means tor the turn 
interval and the tive-yard glide reveals a wide difference 
between the experimental and standard methods ot turning. 
!he ditterence .258 second shows a critical ratio ot 6e97. 
This ditterence can be interpreted to be statistically 
significant at the l% level. 
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On the basis o~ data tabulated in Table 2., ~or the 50 
secondary school age swimmers, the standard and experimental 
methods of turning are analysed in Tables 6 to 8 inclusive: 
Table 6o Comparison o~ the '1'urn Interval Time Measurements 
~or 50 Secondary School Age Swimmers--Using the 
Standard Two-Ar.. Glide Method and the Bxper1mental 
One-~ Glide Method 
Method R Mean s.B. s.n. Ml-M2n s.B. C.B. Used Mean it~. Dif~. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Stdo 50 le4BO .032 .226 o246 .0287 8.57 
Two-.Am 
Glide 
Method 
Bxper. 50 lo234 .025 .178 .246 .0287 Be 57 
One-~ 
Glide 
Method 
Table 6 presents the results o~ the tests tor the turn 
interval. The mean score ~or the standard turn is 1.480 
seconds as compared with le234 seconds ~or the experimental 
method. The difference o~ .246 second in favor of the 
experimental method yields a critical ratio of 8o57. The 
difference can be interpreted to be statistically significant 
at the 1% level. 
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~able 7. Ca.pariaon or the Pive-Iard Glide ~t.e )[easurements 
ror 50 Becondar,r &ohool Age Swimmers--Using the 
Standard 'fwo-Arm Glide •ethod and the :lxperimental 
One-Arm Glide)[etbod 
•ethod N Kean s.E. S.D. Ml-M2n s.E. o.R. Used Mean ifr. Diffo 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Std. 50 lo262 .040 .283 .114 o0373 3o06 
!rwo-Al'lll 
Glide 
Method 
B.xper. 50 lol48 o034 .2&3 .114 e0373 3.06 
One-Arm 
Glide 
Method 
With rererence to Table '7., the five-yard glide t:l.m.es 
for the ezperimental method show a mean of lol48 seconds 
as cOIIlpared to le262 seconds ror the standard method. The 
difference of .114 second is 1n ravor or the exper:l.m.ental 
one-arm glide method. The critical ratio or 3.06 is 
statistically significant at the 1% level. 
Table 8. 
Method 
Used 
1 
Std. 
Two-Arm 
Glide 
Method 
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Comparison ot the Turn Interval and Five-Yard 
Glide Time Measurements tor 50 Secondary School 
Age S~ers--Using the Standard TWo-Arm Glide 
Method and the Experimental One-Arm Glide Method 
JJ Mean s.E. s.n. MrM2n s.:s. C.Re Mean itt. Ditt. 
2 3 • 5 6 7 8 
50 2.744 .060 .427 .362 .0559 6.47 
Bxper. 50 2.382 .oso .360 .362 .0559 6.47 
One-Arm 
Glide 
Method 
In Table a., a comparison ot the two means tor the turn 
interval and the five-yard glide reveals a wide difference 
between the experimental and standard methods ot turning. 
The difference .362 second shows a critical ratio of 6.47. 
This ditference can be interpreted to be statistically 
signiticant at the 1% level. 
OHAP'l'ER IV 
OOKP ARATIVE MOTIOJi A11T.ALYSIS 
Kotign Stu,4y 
Since the turn ot the centu.ry', industrial engineering 
has pioneered in the utilization ot motion picture sequences 
in order to analyze and improve upon the movements ot 
workers in industl'J'• This is especially true ot movements 
which are repeated over and over again. 
11 
KaDJ of these basic principles ot motion economy have 
been applied in developing a new method of performing a 
backstroke swimBi~ turn. 
ot motion economy apply as 
It is telt that the principles 
equally to the repetition 
found in swimming turns, as they do to 8ll'J' of the other 
movements that people are 11kel1 to repeat. 
The following motion economy principles, as stated 
v 
by Gilbreth, are sometimes called the lan of motion: 
2/Prank B. Gilbreth, Motion Study, D. Van Nostrand Oo., 
r. Y., 1911. 
VLoc. cite 
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"s. Motions of arms should be in opposite and 
symmetrical directions instead of in the same direction 
and should be made simultaneousl7• 
6. Hesitation must be analyzed and studied and 
ita cause accounted tor and it possible eliminated. 
'7. Shortest time demonstrated in one part of a 
stud:,r should be used as a mark to attain, and reason 
for other times required in other parts of study should 
be known. 
9. The best sequence of therbligs /MotionAl in 
aD7 one kind of work is useful as suggesting the best 
sequence in other ld.nds of work • 
. 12. Lateness ot various parts of the anatom;y as 
compared with other portions should be recorded. 
13. Past motions cannot be made in the same path 
as slow motions. 
15. Rh7thm is most taportant and is largely a 
matter of time and not of distance, although making 
a motion covering the same distance many times 
consecutively will affect rb7tbm to same extent. 
16. AWkwardness, grace, ambidexterity and bimanual 
ability are all greatly affected b7 the time element, 
which affects also hesitation and decision and mQD7 
other ps7chological variables. 
1'7. There is a definite normal working area within 
which work 118.7 be performed with a normal expenditure 
of enerST•" 
The purpose of photographin& the various motions involved 
1n this new method ot performing a backstroke swimming turn, 
was to compare the new and old methods. In this way wasted 
movements could be detected and in the future eliminated. 
ll Upon further review ot the motion study literature, it was 
found that this procedure is in conformity with the objectives 
ot motion research propounded b.f those prominent in this 
field of study. 
~rbert C. Sampter, MotionS~, Pitman Publishing Co., 
• Y., 1941, P• 1. Steward M. wry. and Harold B. Maynard, 
T~e and Motion SJud,y1 McGraw Bill Oo., B. Y., 1932, Ch. V , *Motion Stud:,r , pP 1 s 44-63. 
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~ ~ Objectives 
The aim of motion study according 
" •••• find and perpetuate the scheme of 
y' 
to Gilbreth is to, y 
perfection." Sampter 
points the way and includes many of the objectives in his 
definition of motion study: 
''Motion study can be called a science of applied 
movement. It means making a record of the motions used 
in any work, measuring them, studying and analyzing them, 
and then devising a better way of accomplishing the 
thing which is to be done. 
Frank B. Gilbreth and Dr. Lillian M. Gilbreth 
in their book 'Applied Motion Study' published in 1~17, 
give the following definition: 'Motion Study consists 
of dividing work into the most fundamental elements 
possible, studying these elements separately and in 
relation to one another; and from these studied elements, 
when timed, building methods of least waste'." 
"Pictures present an analytical demonstration that 
the motion economy has not increased effort and has not 
set up a condition of fatigue. 
In this manner, the confidence and cooperation 
of those who are by natural inclination or example 
antagonistic, or severly critical, will have little 
basis of fact for their opinions, and will have small 
opportunity to enlarge upon their policy and viewpoints." 
Safety has always been one of the important objectives y 
in motion study. Sampter emphasizes this point: "Thus 
everything done in motion study in order to simplify any 
operation and make it more efficient will also make this 
operation easier to do and less fatiguing, definitely 
reducing the danger of accidents." 
i/F. M. Gilbreth, Preface, Ibid. 
g!H. c. Sampter, Ibid, pp 1 s 1-4. 
yH. c. Sampter, Ibid, pp 1 s 137-140. 
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A twofold purpose in the use of the visual method of 
ll presenting movements is outlined by Barnes: 
" ( 1) /ltticienc%/ Assist in finding the most 
efficient ~od. 
(2) /Teacb1nsf Assist in training individuals 
to Wlderstand the meaning of motion study, and when 
the training is carried out with sufficient thoroughness, 
to enable thea to become proficient in applying motion 
ecoaomr principles." 
A Bec()Jid ~ Jlethgd .1114 Seguonot 
By utilizing underwater pbotograp~, it is possible to 
present Plate 4. In the right hand column is found a picture 
sequence of the motions involved in the new exper~ental 
method of perfol'll.ing a backstroke sw~ing turn. The old 
or standard method of ca.petitive backstroke turning has been 
:;/ 
reproduced frQIIl the textbook written b7 l:iphuth. 
As illustrated in Plate 4., the exper~ental turn can 
be performed starting with the hand of the leverage a1'll. being 
placed at approzimately two feet below the surface with the 
fingers pointed down. As the mamentum of the swimmer carries 
hja into the wall, he not only flexes the al'll. which is in 
contact with the wall, but he also has flexed his legs into 
a tilbtly tucked position asstailating a backward somersault. 
1/R&lph •· lames, Motion p!l4 Tiae Stpdy, John Wiley and 
Sons Inc., I. Y., 19491 P• 91. 
2/R. J. B. l:iphuth, Ibid, pp 1 s 107-112. 
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To be specific, the swimmer executes a one-quarter backward 
somersault and a 180° semi-horizontal spin into the side of 
the swimming pool. 
The wall contact, which is 118.intained by the flexing 
leverage a~, allows the swimmer's teet to hit the wall 
with the legs flexed in the maxt.um power-push position. 
At the instant that the teet hit, therefore, the push-ott 
is executed followed, ot course, by the one-a~ glide. 
Bote that both or the ~ movements found in the 
standard method of turning have been el:Sminated in the 
exper:Smental method. The leverage or wall contacting ~ 
remains at the side, and the trailing a~ ramains extended 
thus becaaing the leading a~ in the one·a~ glide following 
the turn. 
As in all backstroke turning, the hand of the a~ ot 
the swimmer which first makes contact with the wall is 
merely a matter of chance. Backstroke sw:Smmers are expected 
to becaae equally adept at using either a~ as their leverage 
al'!lle 
Using motion pictures of both methods of turning, the 
photographic results of this study illustrate actual examples 
ot needless activity, ~efficiency, delays, a lack or motion 
econ~, and hesitation as affecting the continuity of body 
movement: 
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STANDARD METHOD EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
8 
I() 
12 
Plate 4. Comparative Motion Analysis of Two Methods of 
Performing a Competitive Backstroke Swimming 
Tum--Standard Method (Left Hand Column) and 
Experimental Method (Right Hand Column) 
(continued on next page) 
Plate 4. (continued) 
STANDARD METHOD 
-
EXPERIMENTAL MErHOD 
13 
14 
16 
(concluded on next page) 
7.7 
Plate 4. (concluded) 
STANDARD METHOD 
-
• 
17 
20 
.H 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
' . 
CBAP'fER V 
SlDDIARY AliD COJICLUSIOHS 
!he following represents a summary of the significant 
findings of this stu~: 
1. Por the selected group ot 50 college and adult 
competitive swimmers, ages 18 and over, the experimental 
one-arm glide method of turning is a taster method than the 
standard two-8.l"'ll glide method. !he mean anrage times gained 
when using the experimental one-arm glide method 1n 
comparison to the standard two-al'la glide method a~e: 
a. Turn interval or wall-contact time--.216 second. 
The critical ratio 7.5 is statistically 
significant at the ~ level. 
be One-al'la glide of five J'&rds immediatelJ' 
following the turn--.042 second. The critical 
ratio 1.41 is not statistically significant. 
SuCh a difference is due to chance 16 out of 
100 times. 
o. TurD interval an4 gli4e ot tive yar4a--.258 
second. The critical ratio 6.97 is statisticall7 
at the ~ level. 
-79-
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2. J'or the ezperillental group ot 50 secondary school 
age swimMers, ages 17 and under, the experillental one-arm 
glide method ot turning is a taster method than the standard 
two-arm glide method. The mean average times gained when 
using the experimental one-arm glide method in comparison 
to the standard two-arm glide method are: 
a. TurD interval or wall-contact tille--.246 second. 
The critical ratio 8e57 is statistically 
significant at the 1% level. 
be One-arm glide ot five yards immediately following 
the turn--.114 second. The critical ratio 3.06 
is statistically significant at the 1% level. 
c. Turn interval and glide ot five yards--.362 
second. The critical ratio 6.47 is statistically 
aiplticant in favor ot the experillental one-arm 
glide method ot turning. 
3e The most effective method ot instructing swimming 
turns, especially with the secondary school age group ot 
swimmers is as tollowe: 
a. Give verbal directions on the method ot tuming 
and then, Ul'lder close supervision have the 
swimmers assimilate the turn motions against 
a wall or solid vertical surface. 
b. Have the 1nstruct01" or a skilled performer 
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actuall7 d•onatrate the turn in the pool. 
c. Bold the trailing al'lll straight for the sw1mmer 
as he attempts to learn the experimental one-~ 
glide method of turning. In this manner the 
habit o:r bending or :tlex1ng the trail.ing ~ 
ia overcoae. 
4. Practice not onl7 tor proficiency in the turn 
1tsel:t• bat alao tor the skill of perforaing 
a one-al'lll glide. 'fh1e will insure that the 
swbmler will glide straight and in the desired 
line ot aw1llllling. 
e. Secondary school age swimmers were, generall,-
apeak1ng, more receptive to the one-am 
ezperimental •etbod o:r turn1ng than were the 
college and alalt awt.mera. 
4e 'fhe most practical and effective method of timing 
traa both an operational aD4 et:t1o1enc,- standpoint developed 
as followe: 
a. The timer stands with his left foot on the 
five-yard marking line and faces the turning 
surface. 
be 'fwo stop watches are held by the timer. Index 
fingers of both hands are utilized in operating 
the atEIIIIII• 
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(1) Start both watches when the swimmer touches 
the side of the pool. 
(2) Stop the right hand watch when the feet 
leave the wall 1n the push-off. 
(3) Stop the left hand watch when the leading 
hand of the swimmer crosses between the 
two red five-yard marking or plumb lines. 
s. An effective and economical method of underwater 
photography can be accomplished by utilizing an ordinary 
biology laboratory aquarium. Either a still or motion 
picture camera can be placed inside the aquariua with the 
lens of the camera flush against the aquarium's side. !hen 
using an ordinary motion picture camera, the operator has to 
be careful not to lower the aquarium to a depth greater than 
it's sides. The aquarium can be titled slightly for pictures 
of increased angular depth. 
OonolunioM 
1. ~e author concludes that the faster and more 
effective method of performing a competitive backstroke 
swimming turn is the experfmental motion saving method 
followed by the one-arm glide. These conclusions are not 
only based on tfme and distance data but also upon 
comparative motion analysis, utilizing underwater motion 
picture photograp~. 
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2. The mean average times saved when using the 
experimental one-arm method ot backstroke turning and gliding 
as compared to the standard two-arm method are: 
a. For the selected group ot 50 college and adult 
competitive swimmers, ages 18 and over--l/4th., 
ot a second taster per turn per swimmer. 
b. For the experimental group ot 50 secondary 
school age swimmers, ages 17 and under--l/3rd., 
ot a second taster per turn per swfmmer. 
3. Contrary to the original positive hypotheses, there 
was no time evidence to indicate that the one-arm glide, as 
used in the experimental turn, is slower than the two-arm 
glide. Conversely, the results indicated that the one-arm 
glide ot tive yards immediately following the experimental 
turn, is usually taster than the two-arm glide following the 
standard turn. 
4. The underwater motion pictures show clearly that the 
following motions are eliminated when using the experimental 
turn as compared to the standard turn: 
a. Head and shoulders dropping backwards. 
b. Back arching and bending backwards. 
c. Intire upper trunk moving through a back 
somersault arc ot 180°. 
de Right trailing arm ot the swimmer flexing, 
sculling, and then extending again prior to 
the glide. 
e. Left arm of the sw~er moving from the wall, 
through the water, and extending over the head 
for the glide. 
t. Legs flexing beyond the ~ power-push 
position as the feet hit the wall. 
g. The quarter-twist movement of the entire body. 
In all underwater movement, the reader ia reminded that 
these studied body movements took place by overcoming water 
resistance. This ia an ~portant factor which consumes the 
time and energy of the swimmer. 
5e The exper~ental turn can be executed with greater 
safety for the swimmer. For 8%aaple, 1f a backstroke turn 
is performed 1n the shallow end of a pool, there is no danger 
of the awimaer 1 s head hitting the bottom. Also, the flexing 
leverage arm keeps a slightly longer contact with the side 
of the pool and guides the sw~er accurately into the push-off 
position. 
Rocqpmwifatigpa 
The conclusions of this study would appear to warrant 
recommending the following: 
1. That the faster and more effective turn to be taught 
and used in competitive backstroke sw~ing is the experimental 
time and motion saving one-arm methode 
2. That instruction in competitive backstroke turning, 
as presently taught, be revised to include the exper~ental 
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turn followed by the one-al'lll glide. 
3. To develop a more effective method of instructing 
and coaching• that t:lme study' and motion analysis be ... de 
of the types of turns used by each individual competitive 
swimmer. The objective is to accurately evaluate and 
determine the faster and most etfioient method of turning. 
Limitatigps ,2! jj.la Study 
This study was limited by the tact that relatively few 
individuals have developed a fair degree of skill or interest 
in competitive backstroke swimming and turning. Consequently• 
it was necessary to travel to several large communities in 
order to test a sufficient number of subjects. This resulted 
in testing the swimmers in many different types of swimming 
pools. 
Also there were favorable and unfavorable psychological 
conditions. The attitudes toward the experimental method 
of turning ranged tram complete acceptance and use to severe 
criticism and indifference. 
§uggestigna ~ FUture Research 
1. That similar motion saving concepts tor competitive 
swimming turns. as originated in this study. be incorporated 
into the development of turns tor use with the other 
competitive swimming strokes. 
2. An experimental method ot turning for freestyle 
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sw~ing is performed as follows: 
a. That the arm making contact with the side of 
the pool and subsequently used for leverage 
support in the forward somersault be kept at 
the side of the swimmer. The standard method 
is to move this arm from the side of the pool, 
through the water, and extend it over the head. 
bo That the trailing arm remain extended rather 
then being flexed through a sculling motion. 
Co The swimmer would be in the push-off position 
the instant that the feet hit the side of the 
pool. 
3o A butterfly breastroke method of turning for fUture 
consideration is executed as follows: 
a. The arms making contact with the side of the 
pool remain at the side of the swimmer instead 
of moving through the water and extending over 
the swimmer's head. 
bo Have the swimmer push-off in an armless glide 
with both arms at the side. Usually they are 
extended over the head for a two-arm glide. 
c. Two methods of push-off are suggested in this 
stroke. 
(1) The swimmer pushes off at a vertical angle 
of about 30° in relation to the surface of 
the water. In this way the head, shoulders 
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and upper trunk clear the surface of the 
water. At the height of this movement both 
arms can be rapidly moved forward clear of 
the water. This actually becomes the first 
butterfly breastroke arm movement following 
the turn. 
(2) That an armless glide through the water 
be attempted by those breastrokers Whose 
caliper measurements for shoulder width 
are the same or less, with the arms flexed 
at the sides as compared to the arms being 
extended over the swimmer's head. 
4. That the increased propulsive effectiveness of using 
the dolphin kick movements during the first few feet of the 
glide be studied. This innovation can be adapted to 
backstroke, freestyle, and butterfly breastroke swimming 
turns. The idea of using a dolphin kick (both legs kicking 
together and in the same vertical direction) with the turn 
was originated by Charles Rardin of Yale University. This 
change in technique was developed while working on the 
experimental one-arm glide method of backstroke turning, 
on May 3 1 1955. It appeared to speed the glide and level 
the swimmer rapidly. 
5. That the motion saving methods of turning as studied 
and suggested be taught as pacing or timing devices. During 
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the turn experiments, the development of an improved sense 
of timing was observed among the sw~ers tested. This was 
especially evident as they concentrated on pushing off at 
the instant that their feet hit the side of the pool. 
s. That time differentials be computed for turning on 
the various types of pool surfaces. The amount of hand and 
foot traction varies greatly depending on the material 
composition and structural design forms on the turning 
surface. For example, two extreme pattern designs of pool 
surface construction can be found at Brown University 
( 9" x 2 3/411 tile> and East Providence, R. I. High School 
(3/4" x 3/4" square tile). 
7. That correlation studies be conducted to determine 
the relationships between turning speed and the height and 
weight of individual sw~ers. 
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RATING THE STANDARD BACKSTROKE TURl!T AHD THE TWO.ARJI GLIDE 
(The level of achievement prerequisite to testing is 
"average" or above on all the abilities listed.} 
Iame~ __________ _.Ht ___ wt ___ sez ___ Age ___ Date. ____________ __ 
Testing Site••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ABILITIES 
1. Turn approach! 
(a) Bo delaY•••••••••••••••••• (b) Use of leverage a~-hand 
placed two feet below the 
surtace••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Back arched• head and 
shoulders snapped back 
v1gorousl7•••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Legs flexed and together on 
the somersault•••••••••••••••• 
4. Tightly tucked position during 
the somersault•••••••••••••••• 
s. Correct use of the trailing 
a~-backwater and sou111ng ••• 
s. Place the feet firmly against 
the wall--one-~arter twist 
into position••••••••••••••••• 
7. Push-off with the body 
submerged••••••••••••••••••••• 
a. Pushing off vigorouslY•••••••• 
9. Both &1'11111 extendecl over-head •• 
lO.Glide--body fully extended 
and parallel to the surface ••• 
POOR AVERAGE GOOD EX.CET·I.li!ft 
APPDDIX B 
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SKUL ACBI~ SCORE CARD 
F<ll 
RATING THE EXFERDlEHTAL BACKSTROU TURliT AllD THE ONE-ARM GLIDE 
(!he level o~ achievement prerequisite to testing is 
naverase" or above on all the abilities listed.) 
lllaae. ______________ ~Ht ___ Wt ___ Sex ___ Age ___ Data~-----------
Testing Sit•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ABILITIES POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCEI.I~ 
le Turn approach' 
(a) Ko delaY•••••••••••••••••• (b) Hand placed two ~eet below 
the sur~ace with fingers 
pointed down•••••••••••••• 
2. Leverage arm ~lexes allowing 
the swimmer l.ll8.X1mulll power-push 
contact with the wall••••••••• 
3e Less flexed and together on 
the one-quarter somersault 
and 180 degree semi-
horizontal side spin •••••••••• 
4. 'lrailing arm remains extended. 
5. Instant and vigorous push-o~f 
from the wall as the feet hit 
it ti~y ••••••••.•...••.••••• 
6. Push-off with the body 
submerged••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Leverage arm at the side and 
trailing arm extended during 
the puab-ort •••••••••••••••• 
e. Glide straight--body tully 
extended and parallel to the 
surface of the water •••••••• 
APPBIDD. 0 
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Table 9, Reliability Time Checks on the Method of Timing 
Used in Conducting A Time and Motion Study of 
Competitive Backstroke Sw~ing Turns 
Time Increments Expressed in 
Date, Place, Type of S~~~onda and T~tss Per S!2CQnQ 
Turning Skill and Subject oach I 
Author's Times v Joseph v 
G, Ventetuolo G, 
Standard 2/16/56 1.3 le3 
Tum--Turn Park View le5 1.4 
Interval Jr., H, s, le5 1.5 
Cranston, R, le3 le3 I,, Jolm 
.ld !lA Adams le4 1,4 
Standard do do lol 1,1 
Tum--Glide do do 1.0 1,0 
of Five do do 1.0 1.0 
Yards do do le2 1.2 
do do w .J,..g 1,1 1.1 
Standard do do 2.4 2e4 
Turn--Turn do do 2.5 2.4 
Interval and do do 2,5 2.5 
Glide of do do 2e5 2.5 
Five Yards do do ~ 2e5 2,5 2.5 
Experimental do do leO lel 
Turn--Turn do do 1.3 1,2 
Interval do do 1,2 le2 
do do leO leO 
do do .la.Q. l.t.Q 
do 1,1 1,1 
Experimental do do 1.2 1.2 
Turn--Glide do do 1.2 1.2 
of Five do do leO 1.0 
Yards do do lel 1,1 
do do 
.la.1 hl 1,1 lel 
Experimental do do 2.2 2,3 
Turn--Turn do do 2.5 2.4 
Interval and do do 2,2 2.2 
Glide of do do 2.1 2,1 
Five Yards do do .w. _g,.J. 2e2 2.2 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 9. (continued) 
f~e Increments Expressed 1n 
Type of Date, Place, ~SUl.lildl and Tsm.taa Pe;t S!!QQ!!&l 
'fuming Skill and Subject . A oaoh A 
Author1 s ~1m.es v Joseph v 
Gl VGtttY,Q;!,Q Gl 
llzper1m.ental 2/16/56 loO lel 
Tum--'fum Park View 1.1 lol 
Interval Jr. B. s. 1.1 1.0 
Cranston, R. 1.1 1.1 
I., William la1 !al Johnstron 1 .• 1 1.1 
Experimental do do lel leO 
Tum--Glide do do 1.2 1.1 
of Five do do lel 1.1 
Yards do do leO leO 
do do w 1al lel 1.1 
Experimental do do 2.2 2.2 
Tum--Turn do do 2.3 2.3 
Interval and do do 2.2 2.1 
Glide of do do 2el 2.1 
Five Yards do do w w 2e2 2.2 
0 oach SBDD1el 
Sttoud 
Experimental 2/2/56 le4 1.4 
'lurn--'lurn St. George lol lel 
Interval Prep. Schoolf 1.2 1.2 
Jlewport, R. • le2 1.2 
Borris Hoyt ~ w le2 le2 
Experimental do do 1.1 lel 
'lurn--Glide do do le3 le3 
of Fin do do 1.1 1.1 
Yards do do lel 1.1 
do do w !1.2 lel lel 
Experimental do do 2.5 2.5 
Tum--Turn do do 2.4 2e4 
Interval and do do 2e3 2e3 
Glide of do do 2e3 2e3 
Five Yards do do w w 2e3 2.3 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Tt.e Inor .. ents Expressed 1n 
Type ot Date, Place, S,cgpd• •n1 Tefthl Per Secgnd A 
Turning Skill and Subject 
Author'• Times V Coach Samuel v 
Gl St:tod Ga 
hperi:aental 2/2/56 1.4 1.4 
!urn--'furn St. George 1.4 1.4 
Interval Prep. School 1.1 1.2 
Bewport, :a. I. 1.3 1.3 
... Brigga 1.d 1.d 
1e3 1e3 
llxperimenta1 do do le3 1.3 
Turn--Glide do do 1.2 1.2 
ot Pin do do le5 1.4 
Yards do do le4 1.4 
do do w w 
1.3 1.3 
Experimental do do 2.7 2.7 
'fum--'fum do do 2.6 2.6 
Interval and do do 2.6 2.6 
Glide ot do do 2e7 2e7 
Pive Yards do do w .it.§ 2e6 2e6 
Experimental do do le5 1.5 
'furn--'furn do do 1.'1 1.7 
Interval do do le5 1.5 
do do 1e5 1.5 
do do w w C. Dear1ngton le5 1.5 
Experimental do do 1.1 1.1 
Turn--Glide do do 1el 1.1 
ot Pive do do lel 1.1 
Yards do do 1.0 1.0 
do do l.d la! 
1.1 1.1 
Bxperimental do do 2e6 2e6 
'fum--'fum do do 2.8 2.8 
Interval and do do 2e6 2.6 
Glide ot do do 2.5 2e5 
Pive Yards do do 
.a.i ~ 2.6 2.6 
(conttaued on next page) 
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Table ;. (oont1Du.ed) 
Tt.e Increments Bzpressed tn 
~· ot Date, Place, St~oll£\a and !!ftB& Pe;£ SecgllQ 
'farn.ing Skill and Subject Coach A 
Author's '!1aea v Richard v 
a. SAil a. 
lltr.perSmental 2/13/56 leS le-' 
'fum--~ Charlestown 1.6 le4 
Interval !lo7'• Club, 1.6 1.6 
Boatoa, llasae le6 1.5 
'!hcmaa l.d 1&2 
le6 1.6 
BsperSmental do do 1.7 le6 
'fum--Glide do do 1.7 1.8 
ot Five do do le7 le7 
Yards do do 1.6 le6 
do do w .w 
le7 1.'7 
BsperSmental do do 3e0 3e0 
Tum--Turn do do 3e2 3.2 
Interval and do do 3e2 3.2 
Glide ot do do 3el 3.1 
Five Yards do do ~ w 
3e2 3e2 
ExperSmental do do leO leO 
Turn--Tum do do leO leO 
Interval do do leO leO 
do do leO leO 
Phillip Shaw _..a 
_J.i 
leO 1.0 
ExperSmental do do e9 e9 
Tum--Glide do do leO leO 
ot l!'ive do do leO leO 
Yards do do leO leO 
do do ~ ~ 
e9 .9 
lhperimental do do 1.9 1.9 
Turn--Tum do do 2.0 2.0 
Interval and do do 2e0 2.0 
Glide ot do do 2e0 2.0 
Five Yards do do lai la7. 1.9 1.9 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 9. (continued) 
ftae Increments Expressed in 
Type of Date, Place, St~onda §nd Tenth§ Pe;t S1eoD9, 
Turning Skill and Subject I Coach A 
Author's Ttaes v Richard v 
Ga !'!!.lgag G• 
Experimental 2/13/56 1.4 1.3 
Tum--Turn Charlestown 1.4 1.4 
Interval B07 1 s Club, 1.4 1.4 
Bostonf...::ss. 1.1 1.1 Larry w w 1.3 1.3 
Experimental do do 1.1 1.2 
Tum--Glide do do 1.0 1.o 
ot Five do do 1.1 1.1 
Yards do do 1.2 1.2 
do do 
.!&2 1.0 
1.1 l.l 
Experimental do do 2.5 2.5 
Turn--Tum do do 2.4 2.4 
Interval and do do 2.3 2.3 
Glide ot do do 2.3 2.3 
Five Yards do do ~ ~ 2.4 2.4 
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